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ABSTRACT
In the early 1980s the Chinese government began to
implement a policy of labour rationalization in state
enterprises in order to break the workers' "iron rice bowl 11
(permanently guaranteed occupation).
The policy's aim was
to increase the productivity of the state factories.
A survey was carried out in a large state factory,
Guangzhou Heavy Machinery Factory, during 1988-1989.
Its aim was to examine the conditions of workers' sense of
occupational security (WSOS) and its influence upon
workers' other organizational behaviour and attitude while
the traditional Chinese employment policy was being
reformed.
Pearlin, Jacobs on and others provide theories relevant to
stress,
job
insecurity,
intentions
to
change
jobs,
organizational commitment and job satisfaction, and this
research also adapts Greenhalgh and others' scales for the
main variables.
The research found that some workers in the factory
experienced various degrees of job insecurity.
WSOS was
correlated with workers' health, sex, job opportunities
inside and outside the factory, but not with workers' age,
education, job-demand and competence.
WSOS was not
correlated with workers' intentions to change their jobs,
organizational commitment. and job satisfaction.
The
discr~pancies
between theoretical predictions and findings
are explained by the Chinese workers' high dependence on
the work unit.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

1
1. CHINESE EMPWYMENT POLICY AND REFORMS

Prior to the ascendance of the Deng Xiaoping leadership, China
pursued as one of the triumphs of socialism the employment policy
that had evolved since

1949.

uThis policy,

which provided

employees in the state enterprises with a minimum standard of
living in a secure noncompetitive work environment replete with
subsidies

and

welfare

benefits,

replicated,

albeit

with

some

distinctive Chinese characteristics, the employment policy prevalent
It also served as

throughout the communist countries in the world.

a major means of legitimating the authority of the state and
communist party vis-a-vis the working class.

It was assumed that

the state had the responsibility to provide its workers with a series
of economic rights, first and foremost of which was the right to
permanent employment" (Wilson,1990, p. 49).
stateworkers
perquisites,

had
and

the
were

greatest
the

most

security,
insulated

With this right the
thy

most

from

generous

the

markets.

Whether at the province, municipal, regional, county, or town level,
employees

of

state

enterprises

were

essentially

guaranteed

employment until retirement, which in most factories was at sixty
for men and fifty-five for women.

They received a set monthly

wage, were covered by health insurance, and even after retirement
were paid a stipend, about 85 percent of their wages after thirty
years' service.

Housing was ordinarily supplied at several yuan a

month, a small fraction of what it would have cost on the open
market. The worker's family was usually permitted to eat in the
work unit dining room, shop at the unit's stores, and get services
and repairs in its sh.ops, commonly at below-market prices.
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The permanent employment policy caused the state enterprises to
have too many pooly qualified and poorly motivated staff members
and too much backward technology, poor organization, and lowIt was certain that the key issue was not to give

quality output.
state

managers

Workers

modern

who had an

plants

and

equipment

"iron rice bowl"

but

motivation.

(permanently guaranteed

employment) and "ate from the big common pot" (that is, received
the same wages regardless of what they did)' were hard to motivate.

Since the Chinese government began the "reforms and opening the
door to the outside world" policy in 1978, the Chinese economy has
met more and more difficulties.

One of the most important causes

of such situation is that there are large numbers of surplus workers
m the state enterprises, which is called "zaizhi shiye", meaning
unemployment without losing one's job , and is mainly caused by
the permanently

guaranteed employment policy.

According to

investigations by the Economic Development Research Institute at
Huadong Industrial College, in Shanghai 78-98 percent of the state
enterprises were overstaffed, and the surplus workers made up 1425 percent of the total state workers.
were

0.7

million

workers

who

It was estimated that there

were

redundant

m

the

state

enterprises m Shanghai in 1988 (Worker's Daily, 28 September
1988).

From 1978 to 1987 the state enterprises in China had an

mcrease of 47.861 million workers, making a net increase of 24.5
million

(The

According

to

World
one

Economic

economist,

Herald,19

there

September

were at least

30

1988).
million

redundant workers in the Chinese state enterprises in 1988 (The
Economic Daily, 7 November 1988).

By March of 1989, estimates of

redundant labour in state and collective urban enterprises were as
high as 40 million or one-third of the urban workforce (China Daily,
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3 March 1989). Some Chinese experts suggested that all such
workers should be officially declared unemployed (Ibid.).

Such excessive expansion of employment and labour redundancy in
the state enterprises have three disastrous effects on the Chinese
economy. First, they make the state factories' production very
inefficient.

Some Japanese economists estimated that the Chinese

production

efficiency

According

to

was

statistics

only

from

one-tenth

of that

Chinese labour

of Japan.

departments,

the

utilization ratio of work time in Chinese state enterprises was only
49.95 percent (Worker's Daily, 28 September 1988).

Second,

excessive expansion of employment in state enterprises makes the
increase m wages and bonus paid to the workers exceed the
mcrease in productivity, thus fostering great losses
enterprises.

For

1

Guangdong s

example,

state

(Vogel,1989, p.105).

in

1984

roughly

enterprises

were

operating

in these

one-fourth
in

the

of
red

Furthermore, the state ·enterprises shifted

such losses on to the other sectors of the national economy through
banks and finance and sharpened the already grave inflation in
China.

Third, labour redundancy also had made the government

bear a heavy financial burden.

The cost to the state in wages and

fringe benefits had been estimated by an official in the State
Statistical Bureau to be 60 billion RMB yuan annually (China Daily,
3 March 1989).

Over the reform decade, the Chinese reformers launched countless
criticisms

against

such

permanent

employment

structure,

castigating it for fostering low labour productivity , inefficiency,
and a lack of competition.

They stressed the need to pursue the

rationalization of labour and selective reduction reform policy in
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the state enterprises and provide the managers of these enterprises
with the power to fire poor and redundant workers.

Former

Chinese leader Zhao Ziyang once directed the state enterprises to
pay wages to their redundant workers rather than let them hold
their jobs.

He pointed out that too many redundant workers and

too much deficit tnade the state enterprises' productivity very low.
Almost every factory was overstaffed, which made everyone in the
state enterprises

have no enthusiasm for work and the state

factories' management very chaotic (Guangzhou Digest, No. 8, 1988).

So, in order to get rid of the "iron rice bowl" that gave security to
state workers regardless of their performance and to increase the
state enterprises' productivity, in the early
government

began to

1980s the Chinese

pursue the labour rationalization policy

(youhua laodong zuhe)* and lay off some redundant workers.

In

spite of meeting with widespread resistance, the layoffs of the
redundant workers in state enterprises incryased in the last half of
the decade.

The overall dimensions of layoffs are hard to come by.

One economist estimated that
million

redundant

state

during the first half of 1987, 0.39

workers

were

fired,

andlO

million

redundant workers would be fired after the "YOUHUA LAODONG
ZUHE" policy was pursued nationwide (Zhang Xuehu,1988).

China

Daily reported that in 1989 some 3.78 million blue-and white collar
workers (including workers in the collective sector of the economy)
were laid off (China Daily,19 April 1990).

The statistics from thy

Chinese State Statistical Bureau showed that in 1989, after the
implementation of labour rationalization policy at 36,573
enterprises that employed 13 .35

million workers, 0.85

state

million

workers lost their jobs (State Statistical Bureau, 1989, pp. 330-331).
According to the same Bureau, in April 1990 more than 0.4 million
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Athough

state workers were laid off (China Daily,11 June 1990).

the process of reform slowed down after the June 1989 event, we
still can assume that Chinese urban state workers face a rather
different employment environment under the post-Mao reforms
than they did during the late Maoist period.

2 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

For

Chinese

state

workers

who

had been

accustomed

to

a

permanently guaranteed occupation, the employment policy reform
brought

some psychosocial stress.

security panic" (Walder,

Some people called it "job

1991, p.479).

In this research, I name

such stress "workers' sense of occupational insecurity".

As

Levi and

Andersson point out,

employment is a means for

material acquisition, but it is also an end in its own right, a way to
fulfil psychosocial needs.

In many cultures all over the world,

gainful employment is the main instrument for self~realization and
self-fulfilment.

Being deprived of this human right has obvious

repercussions on the quality of life (Levi and Andersson,1975,
P.54).

For Chinese state workers, having a stable job is especially

important.

For them, a stable job is one of the most important

resources, institutional roles and need-satisfying agents. There are
three major reasons for this.

First, until now, China has not had

perfect facilities for unemployment relief.
Chinese

government

promuJgated

the

In July, 1986, the

"Provisional

Regulat\ons

Governing Dismissal of Delinquent Employees", which outlined the
conditions under which a state employee could be fired.

At the

same time the government promulgated another decree entitled
11

Provisional

Regulations

Concerning

Insurance

for

Employees

Awaiting

Employment",

unemployment

relief

which
(and,

provided
in

certain

for

the

payment

instances,
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of

retirement

pensions) to workers who had lost their jobs as a consequence of
bankruptcy,
contract,

impending

or dismissal.

bancruptcy,

termination

of

Unemployment benefits

the

labour

were tied to

seniority and rangecf from a minimum of 12 months' pay at 60
percent of standard earnings for low-seniority workers

to

12

months' pay at 75 percent of standard earnings plus another 12
months' pay

at 50 percent of standard earnings for workers

employed by a state enterprise for five or more years (Chinese
Government B,ulletin,10 October 1986).

However, the problem of

unemployment insurance was still not tackled very well.

On the

one hand, although the government provided the unemployed state
workers with a fraction of their origin(l.l standard earnings (wages),
this fraction was very small, because in most state enterprises,
workers' wages were usually no more than 50 percent of their total
earnings, which included bonuses and other benefits.
they lost their jobs, they would lose not only

Therefore, if

a part of their original

wages but also all their bonuses and benefits.

Besides,

11

Urban

dwellers depended on their [work] units not only for their jobs but
for housing, child care, medical care, subsidized food, and other
services. T,Jrban workers, like rural villagers, thus had few options if
they lost access to their units' facilities" (Vogel, 1989, p.397).

On

the other hand, the provisional regulations did not touch upon the
question of how,

once the unemployment insurance expired, the

unemployed workers could get their living expenses.

Second, China has a very very large population, and the job
opportunities in China are relatively few.

If a state worker is out of

work, it is rather difficult for him or her to find another suitable

job.
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In the past forty years China' s population has doubled (now

over 1 billion), and the demographic pressures create a huge pool of
surplus labour in both the countryside and the cities.

The annual

coming-of-age of several million urban middle-school graduates
and the return of large number of youths who went to the
countryside during the 1960s and 1970s make it impossible for the
government to provide each urban dweller with a job. The Chinese
Labour Ministry estimated that in 1990 some 11-12 million people
were searching for employment in the cities, but only about 6
million job vacancies were available (Wilson, 1990, p.63).

Acording

to Chinese Labour Minister Ruan Chongwu, the total number of
unemployed in cities and towns including those unregistered was
10 million in 1989, and the number of people expected to enter the
labour force in the five years from 1990-94 was 120 million
(Wenhui Daily, 18 September 1989).

Even at the beginning of

1992, when the employment reform policy had been pursued for
more than 10 years, the government still could not solve this
problem and required that the state enterprises should try to offer
laid-off workers basic expenses as far as possible when their
unemployment insurance had

expired in order to prevent

them

from getting into the already overcrowded labour market (People's
Daily. Overseas Edition, 29 February 1992).

Third,

for a long time there was almost no labour mobility m

Chinese state enterprises, so . a state worker would work in his or
her work unit for many years.

Furthermore,

enterprises

with

provided

workers

all

in China many state

kinds

of services

(for

example, Chinese railway department has its own hospitals, police
bureau, commercial centers, child-care centers, schools, universities,
communication centers, and so on), and employees of larger state

8
enterprises
compounds.

and

their

families

often lived

in

the enterprises

1

Thus, a state worker could fulfil his or her human

needs (from physiological needs to self-actualization needs) in and
through the organization in which he or she works permanently.
As Womack points out:

The core societal reality at the basic level for most
Chinese of the People's Republic of China has been work
unit socialism, a centrally-structured politics of stable,
self-sufficient communities.

The feature which most

distinguishes everyday Chinese politics and society from
the west is this small and defined ecology of community
rather than the indefinitely large ecology of society.

The

work unit is a creature of the larger system's politics
and needs,

and is subordinate to its demands

vulnerable in principle to its interventions.

and

But it also

has a lifetime, relationally immobile membership and it
provides as many services as it can for its members.
Work unit socialism is most complete in large state
enterprises, but it is (or has been) the model for all
industrial employment (Womack, 1991, p. 324).

When referring to the Chinese factory directors' responsibilies,
Walder also points out:

The factory director is more than a manager of an
economic enterprise.

He is also the leader of a soc10-

political community.

This community often contains

thousands

of people,

and

m

some

cases

tens

of

thousands.

He is responsible not only for their income,
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but for their welfare and that of their dependants.
Housing has to be built for the many families that need
larger quarters and the many young employees who
want to marry

and start a family.

The factory must

strive to establish and maintain a health-care system,
schools, meal services, entertainment facilities, a guest
house, and car pool.

It must find employment for the

offspring of employees.
retired workers.
events.

It has to fund the pensions of

It organizes sports teams and cultural

The manager is responsible for all these things,

and he will be judged both by his superiors and his
subordinates on his effectiveness in these areas, not just
on meeting production and financial plans

(Walder,

1989, p. 249).

Since a stable occupation and work unit (danwei) is so important
for the Chinese state workers, it is natural that the employment
policy reform will make them feel stressful.

In 1987

researchers in the Public Opinion Survey Office in the

Chinese Economic System Reform Research Institute did a largescale survey
reform.

of the attitudes towards

the employment policy

The survey sample was drawn froml22,584,700 urban

dwellers (more than 18 years old) in 353 cities through random
sampling (Sociological Studies, No.5, 1988).

The survey

indicated

that 57.7 percent of the sample worried about unemployment.
Among the sample 63 .9 percent of the state industrial workers and
65.2 percent of the state

commercial workers worried about losing

the guarantee of the public health services and welfare benefits.
42.5 percent of the state industrial workers and 54 percent of the

state

commercial

workers

worried

about

unemployment.
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The

researchers deemed that such anxiety among state workers had
become a principal social problem since the beginning of 1987.
They thought that in 1987, as the old employment policy was being
reformed, it was inevitable that the state workers felt insecure
about their employment.

They regarded such a sense of insecurity

as good, because it would change the Chinese state workers' high
dependency upon their permenent jobs and work units.

Under the

"iron rice bowl 11 employment structure, the state workers indeed
had a strong sense of occupational security, but with such a sense of
security

state workers lacked

economy lacked

vigour.

initiative and the whole national

Therefore, the state workers' weakened

sense of occupational security was not necessarily a negative factor
in state enterprises, as it would contribute to transforming the
Chinese state workers' traditional sociopsychological structure into
a modern one.

This research aims at determining the conditions of workers' sense
of occupational security (WSOS) and examining the correlation of
WSOS

with

some

of their

individual

factors,

organizational

behaviour and attitude in a typical Chinese state factory from a
sociological perspective.

The researcher believes that the Chinese

policy-makers will benefit from

research of this kind, which will

help them to know the state workers' reactions to the employment
policy reform so. that they can adjust the reform to keep pace with
the workers' toleration levels.
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3THEFACTORY

Guangzhou Heavy Machinery Factory (GHMF) is a large state
enterprise which was established in 1950.

It is situated in the

southern part of Guangzhou, capital of Guangdong Province.

In

1989, the factory had a working personnel of 6000 people, among
which 4400 were workers and 1600 were cadres and managers.
The main products of the factory are centrifuges, forging presses,
large boilers, large oil refining equipment, and large presses.

There are two parallel leadership systems in the factory.

One is the

managerial system, and the other is the Communist Party system.
The former is in charge of the factory's production, while the main
function of the latter is to supervise the factory's approach to keep
with what the Party and the government require of it.

The top leaders of the managerial system are a general manager
and assistant general managers.

Under the general managers, there

are fourteen production branches each of which specialises in one
kind of product, and several managerial offices including General
Manager Secretarial Office, Management Office, Production Planning
Office, Production Management Office, Labour and Wage Office,
Office of Distribution of Materials, Statistics and Information Office,
Finance Office, and so on.

The top organization of the Chinese Communist Party in the factory
is the GHMF Party Congress and the GHMF Committee of C.C.P.,
which is the standing body of the Party Congress.

The top leaders

of the Committee are secretary and deputy secretaries.
Committee,

there

are

several

Party

branches

Under the

and Party

sub-

branches in each

production branch and managerial office.
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Inside

the Committee, there are some departments including Propaganda
Department,
Committee's

Organizational
Secretarial

Work

Office,

Department,

the

GHMF

the

Party

Committee of the

Communist Youth League, the GHMF Political School, and so on.

The

factory's Trade Union and Women's Federation are under the direct
leadership of the Party Committee.

There are also several Party

branches and Party sub-branches in these organizations.

Each of the fourteen production branches in the factory has a
similar leadership system to the factory's, but at the branch level,
this system is simpler.

The basic units of the production branch are

the work groups which are formed according to the production
requirements.

The top managerial leaders of a production branch

are manager and assistant managers, and the top Party leaders of it
are the Party branch's secretary and deputy secretaries.
production

branches

m

GHNF

are

somewhat

different

The
from

workshops in other state factories, for the branch managers have
greater production and finance autonomy.

Before the reform decade, the Party secretaries were the most
powerful persons in the factory.

Since the manager responsibility

system**

factory's

was

introduced,

the

mll.nagers

have

been

released from the tight restrictions of the past system of central
planning and Party supervision, and they are now increasingly
responsible for the performance of the factory and the welfare of
the workers.

To a certain extent, the Communist Party's central

role in the factory has declined.
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There were

From 1980 to 1988, the factory operated in the red.
two major causes of this situation.

The first was the state's price

policy. Before the reforms, China imitated the Soviet economic
model,

the

heart

of

which

was

the

system

of

mandatory

procurt(ment and allocation of major agricultural and industrial
An important subsidiary feature was state control of

commodities.

the prices charged for these goods.

Because these prices were

changed infrequently, by the end of 1970s, relative prices had
become distorted.

The prices of many commodities, including grain,

energy, raw materials, and some heavy-industrial products, were
too

low.

The

fees

charged

for

many

services,

including

transportation, rent, and public utilities, were often below cost.
Prices were not apowed to vary because of transportation costs,
seasonality, or differences in quality.

At the end of this decade,

most Chinese officials and economists acknowledged that these
distorted prices needed to be readjusted to better reflect relative
costs and relative scarcity.

In

1980, the Chinese government

supported a strategy to modify the price system to

g~ve

market

forces a greater role in the determination of prices, and has now
established three categories of prices: market prices, floating prices,
and fixed prices.

Prices of many small consuner goods and

agricultural products are now allowed to fluctuate according to
market conditions. Some industrial products are now subject to
floating prices.

Under this system, the state establishes a range

within which prices can vary.

Many heavy-industrial products

governed by mandatory planning are still sold at low prices fixed
by the state.

Some products of GHMF are state mandatory products,

and must be sold at fixed low prices.
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The second cause of the factory's deficit was labour redundancy.
According to one manager in the factory's Management Office, by
the end of May,

1988, there were some 800-1000 redundant

workers in the factory (Interview, 1989).
factory

had

an

average

net

increase

During the 1980s, the
of 200

young

workers

annually, even though at the beginning of the decade the factory
was already overstaffed.
factory's redundancy.
occupation.

Two main factors contributed to the

The first was the state's policy of guaranteed

In order to guarantee the urban dwellers against

unemployment, the government assigned a large nuniber of young
people, including school graduates and demobilized soldiers, to the
state enterprises every year regardless of their serious redundancy.
As a large state factory, GHMF had to accept a certain number of
these government-assigned young workers.

The second one was

the employment of the factory's employees' children.

Dqrirtg the

"Cultural Revolution", about 800 employees' children were sent to
the countryside to receive so-called "re-education".

In 1980, the

government provided the factory's managers with the power to
employ them,

~nd

out of concern for the workers who had children

in the countryside, the factory employed these young people, again
regardless of its own redundancy.

In order to increase the factory's productivity and to get rid of its
deficit, in the last half of 1988, the factory began the labour
rationalization

policy

under

the

Municipal Government, and by the

guidance
~nd

of

the

Guangzhou

of the year, about 250 poor

and redundant workers had been fired (Interview, 1989).

For the

first time, the workers' job security in GHMF was threatened by the
employment policy reform.
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NOIE:

*

"youhua laodong zuhe" is a new concept in recent Chinese

economic literature.

It literally means to

11

improve the work

combination", but English-speaking people might not make much
sense of such an expression.
means

to

fire

translation

poor

of

or

"youhua

reorganization".

In an operational sense, it simply

redundant
laodong

state

zuhe"

workers.
is

Walder's

"improvement

He correctly points out that "youhua laodong zuhe"

is a euphemistic name for lay-off (Walder,1991, p.478).
"youhua

and

laodong

reorganization.

zuhe"

basically

has

nothing

to

But

do

with

The researcher's supervisor, Professor Willmott

suggests that "labour rationalization

11

is a better translation.

The

researcher employs this one in the research.

**

Manager responsibility system is one of the most important

reform policies in the Chinese state enterpres.es during the reform
decade.

Before the reforms, in a state factory, the Chinese

Communist Party Committee and its secretaries had absolute power
over the factory, and all factory's affairs (from production planning
to housing allocation) were subject to Party secretaries' ratification.
Under such system, the factories' managerial system was merely a
subsidiary body.

Many Chinese reformers thought that the Party's

absolute

1n

power

productivity.

the

state

factories

was

harmful

to

the

From the beginning of 1980s, the Chinese Communist

Party and the Chinese government began the reform policy of
manager responsibility

system.

distinguishing

the

between

Party

This policy
system

aims

and

the

at

strictly

managerial

system in the state factories, and allowing the factories' managers
to have greater production and finance autonomy.

According to
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this new policy, the Party Committee does not directly participate
in the managerial process, and is responsible only fot factories'
political and ideological work.

Walder thinks that this reform is

unsuccessful, and Party secretaries continue to be a political force
with which the plant derector must carefully reckon.

He argues:

The separation of Party and administrative functions is
realistically nothing more than a division of labour
among the top Party officials who run the enterprise.
Virtually all the top executives of a factory,

with

exceptions only in the smallest ones, are Party members
and

members

of the Party

committee.

The Plant

derector will in many cases be one of the Party vicesecretaries.

While it is now generally accepted that the

derector and his professional staff are responsible for
the

day-to-day

consult Party

management
officials only

of the
on

enterprise,

"important"

and

matters,

nevertheless, they meet regularly with Party officials on
this committee, and there has yet to be clear agreement
as to what constitutes an "important 11 as opposed to a
"minor" matter.

Even in the clearest policy statements,

the lines of responsibility remain ambiguous (Walder,
1989, p. 246).

According to researcher's personal observations, at the factory
studied, although the troditional position of the Party organization
has not been thoroughly altered,
managers

now

have

more

and

it can be certain that the
more

responsibilities

producton of the factory than they did before the reforms.

for

the

CHAPTER TWO:

THEORETICAL REVIEW AND RESEARCH
HYPOTHESES
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1 THE CONDITIONS OF WSOS
Workers' sense of occupational insecurity is a kind of socially
induced stress, that is, induced by the employment policy reforms,
and job loss

and unemployment

are

sociologically

significant

stressful experiences (Gore, 1978, p. 159).

Stress,

accor~.iing

to Hobfoll, is ''the state in which individuals judge

their response capabilities as unable to meet the threat to the loss
of desirable experiential states - states that are dictated by their
values and expectations" (Hobfoll, 1988, p. 19).

Generally speaking,

there are three major conceptual domains in the stress studies.
They ate social supports, coping with stress, and the origins of
stress.

Whether in the past or at present, social supports and

coping with stress are of great interest to most stress researchers,
while investigations of the causes of stress are rather limited.
Many of the researchers who study the origins of stress are
psychologists,

psychoanalysts,

physiologists,

ethologists,

and

neurobiologists, and the exploration of the social origins of stress is
not given a deserved effort.

But, if we are to understand the

manifestations of stress and how the impact of stressful conditions
is mediated, we need also to identify and to understand how they
originate.

Much the same can be said with regard to the social

origins of stress.

That is, if we are to achieve a reliable

understanding of the origins of stress, we also have to direct our
research toward

"the tnore structured and

durable social and

economic antecedents of stress" (Pearlin, 1983, p. 4).

Mechanic argues that stress arises when the social system fails to
provide adequate preparatory institutions, incentive systems, and

support systems.

Preparatory

institutions,

according

to
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him,

include the family, the school, and peer groups (Mechanic, 1970, pp.
113-114),

Simpson further elaborates Mechanic's theory:

The institutions provide training and incidental learning,
~et

the normative limits to aspirations, and provide role

relationships that give support in a crisis.

A society

cannot provide perfect support for its members; hence,
individuals will experience some stress some of the time
and a few, a great deal of stress all of the time.
social

irttervention

amounts

to

Normal

bolstering

and

augmenting the functions of existing institutions when
they fail.
example,

Some failures are acute and short-lived- for
a

natural

disaster-

and

others

chronic, such as inflation or µnemployment.

are

more

In either

case, the social environment is the key, and the societal
response amounts to shoring up existing institutional
supports (Simpson, 1980, pp. 454-455).

As a sociologist, Simpson continues to write:

Sociologists can contribute to the reduction of stress
through

providing

a.

thorough

factors

that

produce

contextual
Beyond the

social

support

and

understanding

of

stressful

situations.

economic

resources

available to the individual, sociologists aid the analysis
by focusing attention on the individuars definition of the
situation.

. . . Situations can be the source of many
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stressful changes.

Loss of relationship tops the list.

Furthermore, the rate of change has much to do with the
stress of the situation.

Structural changes such as

industrialization, whether on a national scale or its more
subtle forms

within a community, produce stressful

individuals- often in unpredictable ways (Ibid.).

Pearlin treats the social origins of stress by adopting a viewpoint of
role theory.

He states:

To the sociological stress researcher, there are additional
reasons why roles are fertile areas of study.

Probably

the most compelling reason is that they are generally
potent sources of stress.

They are potent, I believe,

because people usually attach considerable importance
to role activities.
as family,

Most roles are within such institutions

occupation, economy, and education; and

because such institutions function for the maintenance
of societies, people typically are socialized to invest
themselves in their institutional roles.
people

encounter

problems

within

Thus, when

these

kinds

of

contexts, they are likely to react with deep concern, for
difficulties experienced in vitally important areas are
not easily

treated with indifference.

By definition,

stresses linked to institutional roles cannot be anything
but important, both to the lives of individuals and to the
structure and functioning

1983, p. 5).

of social systems

(Pearlin,
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Pearlin points out that roles are also attractive to the sociological

stress researcher because

They represent areas on which an array of social forces
converge, with the result that they reflect

propertie~

the broader contexts in which they are located.

of

The

study of how people are affected by their jobs, for
example, can also inform us of the consequences of
different organizational arrangements, of the function of
occupation as a source of social status, or of the values
and goals engendered by occupational experience.

Roles

are thus excellent vantage points from which, if we tum
in one direction, we 9bserve aspects of broader social
organization and, if we turn in the other, we observe the
behavior of individuals (Ibid.).

Pearlin's last reason why the sociological stress researcher should
concentrate on roles is of the sociological interest itself.

He states:

. .. to the extent that as sociologists we are interested in
ordinary
groups

people
rather

representative
than

in

of

exotic

major
and

population

extraordinary

individuals, and to the extent that we are concerned
with repeated and 'patterned behavior and experience
rather

than

ephemeral,

once-in-a-lifetime

episodes,

attention to social roles and the strains experienced
within them serves us well.

Clearly, it is around daily

and enquring roles such as breadwinning and work or
marriage and parenthood that much of our lives are
structured through time.

It is here that researchers are
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most likely to find the seedbeds of stress among large
collectivities.

I certainly do not wish to challenge the

importance of stresses whose roots are outside social
roles; there are many threatening conditions that may
have little or nothing to do with roles but which are,
nevertheless, real and powerful antecedents of stress.
However, if stress is to be understood as a product of
identifiable social conditions shared by large numbers of
people and

not

simply

as

the result

of randomly

occurring circumstances that by chance touch the lives
of some of us, then the study of social roles is the
inseparable companion of the study of personal stress
(Ibid.; pp. 5-6).

Several years later (1989), Pearlin further developed his theory by
employing the concept of structured arrangements. By structqred
arrangements he means stratification, statuses, and roles.

Pearlin

writes:

Sociologists have an intellectual stake in the study of
stress.

It presents an excellent opportunity to observe

how deeply well-being is- affected by the structured
arrangements of people's lives

and by the

experiences that stem from these arrangements.

repe~ted

Social

research into stress ... seeks to establish the unities
between social structure and the inner functioning of
individuals.

There

.IS

considerable

accumulated

evidence that [stress] process and its components largely
arise from and are influenced by various structural
arrangements in which individuals are embedded. . ..
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Many stressful experiences, it should be recognized,
don't spring out of a vacuum but typically can be traced
back to

surrounding

location within them.

social

structures

and

people's

The most encompassing of these

structures are the various systems of stratification that
cut across societies, such as those based on social and
economic class, race and ethnicity, gender, and age.
the extent that these systems

embody

To

the unequal

distribution of resources, opportunities, and self-regard,
a low status within them may itself be a source of
stressful life conditions (Pearlin, 1989, pp. 241-242).

Pearlin's treatment of stratification will be adopted in this research
in a sense that some of the systems of stratification will probably
exert influences on workers' sense of occupational security.

As to statuses and roles, Pearlin argues:

Another important structural context is found in social
institutions
roles.

and

their

arrangements

of statuses

and

Incumbency in a major institutionalized role

necessarily entails persistent encounters with a host of
conditions and expectations that exert a structuring
force on experience.

Because the roles themselves

persist in time, experiences within them tend to become
a repeated feature of their incumbents' lives.

When

these experiences are threatening and problematic, they
may result in stress.

There are abundant indications

that such experience is common among incumbents of
occupational and of family roles (Ibid.).
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To explain the social origins of stress, Kaplan employs the concept
"need-value system", which, according to him, is the symbolic
representation of desirable experiential states:

Psychosocial stress ... reflects the subject's inability to
forestall or diminish perception, recall, anticipation, or
imagination of disvalued circumstances- those that m
reality

or

fantasy

distance from

signify

great

desirable (valued)

and/or

increased

experiential states

and, consequently, evoke a need to approximate the
valued states.

The experience of the unfulfilled need is

subjective distress.

The disvalued circumstances are

the subject's own disvalued attributes and behaviors
and the disvalued outcomes of others' individual or
collective reponses.

However, it is the cognitive and

affective-evaluative

interpretation

of

circumstances

rather than the circumstances themselves that evoke
psychological distress (Kaplan, 1983, p. 196).

Since occupational security is the Chinese workers' highly valued
circumstances, and since the workers' sense of occupational security
is the workers' own estimation and experience of the threat against
their job security, Kaplin's theory that the basis for the occurrence
of stress is the distance from valued experiential states, and that
stress is a product of cognitive processes will be referred in this
research.

Dodge

and

Martin

found

that

stress

arises

participation in social relationships is disrupted.

when

people's

They argue that if
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the question of the origins of stress is asked on the individual level
(such as what kind of stimulus is most stressful to this particular
person), the answers are not likely to lead to a generalization on the
population level, since for specific individuals there is practically no
limit to the variety of events that are capable of producing extreme
stress.

They think that on the individual level it would be

necessary to ascertain and assess the part that each person's past
experience, learned behavior, selective perception, and adaptive
capacity, play in designating certain stimuli of various situations as
particularly
medicine

stress-inducing.

and

procedures.

clinical

The

psychology

generalizations
usually

arise

of

clinical

from

They argue:

However, by shifting levels of analysis and posing these
problems

at

the

sociological

level,

situations can be tentatively designated.

certain

social

These appear

to be more stressful than others for the majority of
individuals confronted by them.

In this way, the social

situation itself is the potential threat to the individual,
and if sustained, may lead to functional disorders and
chronic diseases (Dodge and Martin, 1970, p. 59).

They state:

We can begin the search for social determinants of stress
by asking an essentially biological question: How does
man survive as a species?

The answer to this question

is basically sociological: Man survives as a species
through

collective

organization

to

meet

his

needs

such
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through

the exploitation of his environment.

This

answer might be viewed as pertaining primarily to the
minimum

requirements

for

biological

survival.

Additionally, however, it is equally valid when directed
toward conditioned or acquired needs that are largely
psychological or social.

Almost all of man's goals,

interests,

are achieved

and

objectives

only

through

participating with his fellows in a structure of social
relationships,

and

this

is

so

generally

true

participation itself comes to be highly valued.

that
any

event which disrupts or threatens to disrupt a person's
participation in the vital web of social relationships may
be viewed as a most potent source of stress for the
person involved (Ibid.; pp. 59-60).

Since employment is one of the most important social relationships
for Chinese state workers, Dodge and Martin's social relationship
disruption theory is also relevant here.

During their studies, Holmes and Rahe showed people of varying
ages and from several different cultures a list of changes or events
(including unemployment) which can occur in a person's life.

They

then asked these people to compare the events in terms of the
degree of adjustment required.

They found that any important

event in a person's life which requires readjustment is stressproducing (Holmes and Rahe, 1967, pp. 213-218).

Building on this

study, Ruch and Holmes developed a social readjustment rating
scale

which

is

useful

rn

predicting

stress-related

disease,

breakdowns, and accidents (Ruch and Holmes, 1971, pp. 221-227).
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In this scale, each event is associated with a number which serves
as a rough index of the relative degree of adjustment demanded by
the event. (For instance, as the most stressful life event in the scale,
death of spouse scores a scale value of 100.

The scale value of

being fired from work is 4 7. The least stressful event is minor
violations of the law [l l points]).

The scale provides a rough

measure of the degree of adjustment required of a person in a
given time period by totaling the number of points associated with
each change in a given period of time.
coworkers found that once a person

11

Ruch and Holmes and their

earns

11

200 or more points in a

single year, there is at least a 50-50 chance of experiencing fairly
serious stress and a breakdown in health in the following year.

One

who totals up 300 or more points in a year runs that risk factor up
to about a 75-80 percent (Ibid.).
relationship?

What are the explanations for this

Organ and Hanmer argue:

Significant changes in one's immediate life environment
trigger a rapid succession of new situations with which
one has to cope.
adaptation

The endocrine system provides the

energy

for

the

sustained

arousal

and

vigilance needed to cope with the novelty, uncertainty,
or conflict occasioned by the new situations.
remember it is

this

same endocrine system

But
which

provides the basis for resistance to any agent (e. g.
bacteria)

which

threatens

the body.

Usually

such

bacteria are aqequately defended against by a healthy
immune system.

If the endocrine system is constantly

marshaling

body's

the

energy

for

adjustment,

the

capacity for resisting those lurking microbes will be
exhausted.

Thus, wherever the body is most vulnerable,
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a breakdown can occur after a period of sufficiently
great demands for social or psychological adjustment
(Organ and Hamner, 1982, pp. 256-257).

After reviewing

a series of studies carried out by the Division of

Human Ecology at Cornell University Medical College and by the
Human

Ecolo~y

Study Program, which were directed at the question

of how the health of people is affected by changes in their cultural
or social milieu or by changes in their interpersonal relationships
among Bell Telephone employees, refugees from Mainland China,
migrants who fled Europe during the Hungarian event in 1956, and
United States servicemen when prisoners during the Korean War,
Hinkly suggests another explanation:

Changes in significant social interpersonal relationships
are

very

often

accompanied

by

changes

in

habits,

changes in patterns of activity, changes in the intake of
food

and

medication,

and

changes

in

potential sources of infection or trauma.

exposure to
These are also

fr,equently associated with changes in mood and with
physiological changes directly mediated by the central
nervous system.

Any or all of these might affect the

frequency or severity of illness (Hinkle, 1974, p. 40).

Kaplan's explanation is a more sociological one:

Whether

reflecting

circumstances,

cha,nge

life events

or

continuity

more or less

influence the experience of subjective distress.

in

life

directly
More

directly, some events induce stress by virtue of being
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judged intrinsically undesirable.

The event reflects the

anticipation or experience of the person's inability to
fulfill felt obligations or otherwise satisfy felt needs
(including both the attainment of valued goals and the
avoidance of noxious circumstances).

Less directly,

events may induce stress insofar as the consequences,
rather

than

undesirable.

(or

as

well

as)

the event

itself,

are

The indirect stress-inducing influence of

life events may occur through either of two routes.
First, events (whether negative, positive, or neutral in
evaluative significance) may impose new requirements
on

the

individual,

problematic.

the

fulfillment

of

which

is

These requirements take the form of self-

imposed obligations to others or expectations of personal
achievement, perhaps occasioned by the adoption of new
social positions or sanctioned role redefinition in old
social

positions.

Problems

in

fulfilling

various

obligations or expectations increase the likelihood of
actual failure, which is a stress-inducing experience.
The second indirect route through which life events
influence the experience of subjective distress is through
their

disruption

of

the

person's

normal

and

characteristic ways of forestalling the experience of
adverse· life events or, if the adverse events were not
forestalled,

mitigating ·the intensity and duration

of

concomitant subjective distress (Kaplan, 1980, p. 71 ).

According to the Social Readjustment Rating Scale, job loss is a
highly stressful life change.
job

loss

is

comparable to

DeFrank and Ivancevich argue that
other traumatic losses;

for

0

some
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individuals it can create almost as much stress as the death of a
loved one, and it has been. found to be more stressful than divorce
or the death of a close friend" (DeFrank and Ivancevich, 1986, p. 2).
After content analysis of statements made by Israeli public-sector
employees confronted with a government decision on workforce
cutbacks, Jacobson also found that these employees had at least
three clusters of attitude toward the government's policy, two of
which

were

external

(1)

anger

an
and

attributive
self-blame,

·composed of fe.elings
resulting

in

attitude comprising
and

(2)

a

suspicion,

surrender

of unchangeability and loss

demoralization,

helplessness

and

attidude

of cpntrol

stress

reactions

(Jacobson, 1987).

We can logically infer that anticipation of job loss (sense of
occupational insecurity) is equally

very stressful,

and further

studies also have shown that anticipation of job loss generates
personal distress and sometimes even a grief reaction akin to that
of anticipated bereavement (Greenhalgh, 1985; Strange, 1977).

We

cannot, however, equate the impact of job loss on job losers with
uncertainty about future job retention (Jacobson, 1991, p. 23).
There is therefore a need to theorize the sense of occupational
insecurity, or simply job insecurity, at this point.

Jacobson argues:

The

mere

statement

that

widespread

apprehension

about jobs exists and . may be growing is of little value
unless we find ways to present it as a clear and distinct
experience.

So

a preliminary

step

towards

better

understanding of tJle job-insecurity experience is the
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recognition that there is no one-to-one correspondence
between it and other erhployrhent- related crises and in
particular with the job-loss experience.

It has its own

particular antecedents and is ,manifested in actions and
attitudes.

To be StJre, in some respects job insecurity is

a harbinger of the process of job loss (Jacobson, 1991, p.
23).

In order to make a distinction between job loss and job insecurity,
Jacobson has cleveloped a three-stage sequence (Ibid.):

Anticipatory phase>>>>>>Termination phase>>>>>Unemployinent phase

Notice of termination

Day of termination

According to Jacobson, job insecurity is the first of these stages.
is associated with planned but unannouqced redundancies.

It

During

this stage employees are unsure who (if anyone) will be forced to
leave the organization (Ibid.; p. 23).
viewing job insecurity as

a

However, Jacobson points out,

stage in a sequence does not mean that

it is necessarily followed by job loss and unemployment, because
the populations affectffd by job insecurity and job loss are only
partly overlappipg.

In fact,

the population experiencing job

insecurity is in most cases considerably larger than the number of
workers who lose their jobs (Ibid.).

Jacobson notes that eac4 stage in the sequence provides its own
characteristic significance.

He states:
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In the anticipatory stage, the threat (job loss) has not
yet materialized so the problem faced by the individual
is one of "contingency predictability" - the uncertainty
as to whether job loss will happen, when it will happen
and under what circumstances it will happen.

The

issues to be evaluated by the individual may include
whether, to what extent and how he or she can manage
the threat.
ways?

Can it be prevented?

By whom?

In what

What can be done to minimize the damage?

If it

cannot be prevented, can it be endured, and if so, how?
... While job insecurity and job loss may be highly
traumatic and threatening to some, and challenging to
others, some key elements involved in one situation may
not be generalizable to the other.

Even if in real life the

two situations sometimes occur in a sequence, in some
pivotal respects they differ (Ibid.; p. 24).

Jacobson starts his comparison of the properties that distinguish job
insecurity from job loss by employing a sociologically oriented
perspective.

This perspective provides us with concepts derived

from social role theory which illustrate major structural differences
between job insecurity and job loss.

He draws three structural

distinctions: the nature of the transition into job insecurity and job
loss respectively, the relative social visibility of each state, and the
extent to which they are governed by clear role expectations.

Jacobson points out that the concept of role transition originally
referred to the general phenomenon of moving in and out of roles
in a social system.

That the change in employment status involved

in job loss falls within the framework of such conceptualization is

almost self-evident.
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But he thinks that the identification of the

passage from relative job security into perceived job insecurity as a
role transition is, on the face of it, more problematic.
.problem,
transition.

Jacobson

adopts

Louis'

broader

To solve this

definition

of role

According to Louis, role transition is the period during

which an individual is either changing roles (taking on a different
objective role) or changing orientation to a role already held
(altering a subjective state) (Louis, 1980, p. 330).

Jacobson thinks

that this distinction between the change in roles and the change in
orientation to an existing role, applies directly to the analytic
distinction between job loss and job insecurity.

Thus, in applying

Louis' terminology, Jacobson defines the job loss as an interrole
transition, and the central feature of such a transition is the actual
crossing of organizational boundaries (Jacobson, 1991, p. 25).
continues:

In contrast, the passage from relative job security into
job insecurity does not entail any boundary crossing.

In

Louis' typology, it constitutes an intrarole transition,
namely, a shift in the individual's relation or internal
orientation to the presently held employment role.
shift

is

engendered

assumptions

by

concerning

changes
oneself,

in
the

This

individual
·surrounding

internal and external organizational environment, or the
relation between self ·and environment.

The intrarole

transition into job insecurity, in short, occurs within the
familiar employment setting.

It is the way in which the

individual relates to this setting that is disrupted and
can be dramatically altered (Ibid.).

He
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After making a theoretical distinction between job loss and job
insecurity, Jacobson found another difficulty in understanding job
insecurity.

He found that there are resources available (such as

institutional and organizational supports) in the social system to
help the person in interrole transition, but, "unlike job loss, [job
insecurity] lacks social visibility and role clarity.

Therefore, by

implication, it is relatively deprived of such resources (Ibid.; p. 26).

Jacobson

argues

that a phenomenon

becomes

visible

to

others,

and/or

becomes
when

social

this

when

leads

to

it
the

modification of interaction patterns between the focal person or
group and other people or institutions.

Of vital importance to the

discussion of distinction between job loss and job insecurity is the
fact that job insecurity, in sharp contrast to job loss, is not a socially
visible event.
internal event.

It can be more appropriately

There is no separation from the physical and social

setting of the workplace.
income,

described as an

For the time being, there is no change in

work-related activities and relationships

social participation.

or productive

Job insecurity does not involve stigma and

deprivation other than the possibly in an anticipatory
socially invisible) form.

(hence

Nothing tangible in the sociological sense

(that is, occupational identity, membership and so on) is taken
away from or denied to employees who experience job insecurity.
In

the

formal

employed people.
they tend

sense,

nothing

undermines

their

identities

as

Whatever the repercussions of job insecurity,,

to develop subtly,

and their ramifications, if any,

proliferate through the role system and beyond without necessarily
manifesting themselves in observable formal role changes (Ibid.).
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The loss of a job which is critical for subsistence and essential for a
sense of productive social participation is likely to induce great
stress.

Job loss hits certain role

act~vities

immediately and extends

to other role relationships, such as in the family (Fagin · and Little,
1984; Fried,
stressful?

1979; Hartley,

1987).

Is job insecurity equally

Jacobson thinks that although there is little evidence on

the extent to which job insecurity engenders similar effects on
other role relationships, yet this, and the geheral absence of social
visibility, cannot be taken to imply the lack of a potential for
psychological stress in job insecurity.
suggesting it could be greater.

There are even reasons for

Jacobson develops a notion of stress

in which he claims that the subjective probability of an event's
occurrence may be an even greater source of anxiety and tension
than the event itself.

So job insecurity could well be a potentially

equal or even greater source of anxiety than job loss.

He argues:

Even more importantly, job insecurity, particularly when
it is relatively widespread, may be socially constructed.
Gossip and rumours within the workplace about who 1s
likely to be retained and who stands a greater chance of
being discharged may
anxiety.

even

deepen

the

experienced

The situation is imbued with ambiguity, one

aspect of which is the lack of reference groups with
which the job insecure can identify themselves and their
position in .the organization.

Job loss, on the other hand,

is often experienced by the individual in common with
many other people and there may be a greater sense of
a shared fate.

As such, it provides a sounder basis for

identification,

however

ambivalent,

with

a

clearly

defined and institutionalized reference group

(others
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who have lost their jobs).
considerable importance.

This identification can be of
It tells the incumbent that he

or she is likely to have a support system to help buffer
the change (Ibid.; p. 27).

The last two

sociological concepts

that Jacobson

employs

to

understand the distinctions between job loss and job insecurity are
role expectations and role clarity.

The clarity with which roles are defined positively influences the
ability to cope with the adaptational challenges involved in the
transition from one role to another (Burr, 1972).

Role clarity was

originally defined by Cottrell as a set of explicit definitions of the
reciprocal behaviour expected (Cottrell, 1942, p. 618).

From this

point of view, Jacobson points out,

the normatively governed interrole transition involved
in job loss appears to have some clear advantage over
the intrarole transition into job insecurity.

Thus, as a

result of the social recognition of their status, and from
an objective macro-level vantage point, unemployment
following job loss assumes the attributes of a social role
that is clearly delineated by certain expectations and
responsibilities.

Where the normative consensus accepts

that those subjected to job loss are not at fault for their
condition, the most obvious "privilege" accorded them is
to be exempted from normal "work"-related activities.
For many this may spell disaster.

For some, however,

this exemption may be associated with a sense of relief
from oppressive and dissatifying features of work.

In
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any case, as long as the job losers are not provided with
adequate opportunities to resume the normal obligations
of gainfully

employed individuals, they

are usually

entitled to claim assistance and support irt the form of
welfare benefits, retraining and some help in job search.
Although the "unemployed" role is very much more
limited than the "employed" role, and a decrement in
activity can usually be taken for granted, the removed
tasks or routines are partly replaced by others.
incumbent

registers

periodically,

draws

allowances, and is expected to apply for jobs.

The

monetary
The job

losers, in sum, experience some role clarity and can
choose to conform to a socially established role pattern
(Ibid.; p. 28).

When referring to job insecurity, Jacobson thinks that the contrast
with it is striking:

There is no normative conception that defines it as a
social role.
privileges

It is not institutionalized and no special

or responsibilities

are associated

with

it.

Without formal notification of imminent displacement,
there is no legitimate excuse from the fulfilment of all
normal 'employed' role obligations, and the individual
who experiences job insecurity is expected to continue
his or her job in the organization as effectively as before.
The role model he or she is expected to follow is that of
the securely employed although some job shrinkage
(expansion) may occur as a result of organizational
retrenchment.

Ostensibly at least, the major structural
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dimensions of the employment role remain undisturbed.
These

include,

compensation,

in

addition

access

to

to

regular

financial

social

networks,

on-the-job

involvement in collective activity, a fixed time structure,
aµd

a social identity

context.

. ,.

conferred by the employment

as job irtsecurity

sets in,

these very

dimensions may fail to provide the same role-confirming
function as before.
experience is

At the very core of the job insecurity

a growing

discrepancy

between these

dimensions and the employee's interpretations of events
and trends.

At a minimum, they can no longer be relied

upon as effective guides in a subjectively amended state.
thus, while actual job loss and the subsequent transition
into

the

unemployment

role

provide

certain

role

prescriptions to replace the structural void, the job
insecurity experience gives the employee few clues as to
role contingencies.

No explicit behavioural expectations

are available.
The insecure individual may, of course, attempt to
compensate for these structural imbalances by trying to
develop activities characteristically associated with the
unemployment

role,

for

alternative employment.

instance
To

by

looking

some extent,

for

the job-

insecurity phase may even provide some "anticipatory
socialization" by facilitating an emotional setting for
incipient learning and rehearsal of the norms of the
"unemployed"

tole,

However,

behaviours

acceptable

if
in

before

entering
which

unemployment

that

are

interfere

situation.

normatively
with

the
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obligations of the

11

employed

11

role, the person risks

intrarole conflict (Ibid.; pp. 28-29).

This research will acknowledge Jacobson's notion of job insecurity
as a more stressful experience than job loss.

After reviewing other

people's studies, Jacobson found that the salient feature of job
insecurity is the kind of uncertainty which is labelled by Milliken
as "environmental uncertainty 11 (Milliken, 1987, p. 136).
three types

of such

uncertainty which

There are

are applicable to job

insecurity:

(1) state uncertainty, the individual's difficulty in

predicting

how

might

changing;

be

components
(2)

of the

effect

organizational

uncertainty,

environment

the

individual's

difficulty in predicting what the impact of environmental events or
changes will be on his or her prospects for continued job security;
and

(3)

response uncertainty,

the

individual's

difficulty

in

deciding what responses or options are available to him or her, and
what the value or utility of each might be, in terms of achieving or
increa&ing security in employment.

As such, Jacobson concludes,

job insecurity has the potential of becoming even more stressful
than job loss insofar as the coping process may be inhibited by the
µncertainty of the event.

In job loss, on the other hand, this major

source of stress, event uncertainty, has been removed, and the
individual is faced with the need to come to terms with the loss and
to face the outcomes of the event itself.

The sources of stress and

tensions as job insecurity is encountered are not necessarily the
same as when the job is lost (Jacobson, 1991, pp. 38-39).

As outlined above, various authors see occupational insecurity as
socially induced stressful experience.

Mechanic

and Simpson

argued that because the social system cannot provide perfect
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support for its members (for example, in occupations), individuals
will

always

1980).

experience some

stress

(Mechanic, 1970;

Simpson,

Simpson, Dodge and Martin also found that structural social

changes that can cause the loss of and disruption of participating in
social relationships

will produce stressful individuals

1980; Dodge and Martin, 1970).

(Simpson

Pearlin developed a notion of the

social origins of stress in which he claimed that because social
institutions such as occupation function for the maintenance of
societies, people typically are socialized to invest themselves m
their institutional roles; when people encounter problems within
these roles, they will likely have stressful reactions (Pearlin, 1983).
Kaplan employed the "need-value" theory to explain tlw origins of
stressful experiences.
forestall

or

diminish

He pointed out that if people are unable to
circumstances

which

they

perceive

as

signifying great and /or increased distance from valued states, they
will experience psychological stress (Kaplan, 1983).

In Ruch and

Holmes' Social Readjustment Rating Scale, being fired from work is
a highly stressful life event which requires readjustment (Ruch and
Holmes, 1971).

Hinkle's explanation of this was that changes in

significant social relationships

are very often

accompanied by

physiological, psychological, and interpersonal changes in people's
life which are rather stressful experiences (Hinkle, 1974).

l(aplan

argued that life events influence the experience of subjective
distress because these events may impose new requirements on the
individual, and usually it is .problematic for the individual to fulfill
these requirements (Kaplan, 1980).

Jacobson made a distinction

between job loss and job insecurity.

He argued that job insecurity

is a more stressful experience than job loss because of the lack of
social

visibility

and

role

clarity,

and

also

because

of state

uncertainty, effect uncertainty, and response uncertainty (Jacobson,
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1991).

Drawing on the above theories, this researcher puts forward

the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis
been

one:

for

accustomed

the

employment

job

insecurity

to

the
a

Chinese state workers

who

permanently guaranteed

policy

reform

will

experiences;

that

bring
is,

have

occupation,

some
some

stressful
workers'

appraisals of their job security are rather low or very low,
and some workers feel stressed.

2 WSOS AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE

This research will acknowledge Jacobson's notion of job insecurity
as a perceptual phenomenon.
job insecurity
evaluations

depends

on

For Jacobson, the very presence of
the individual's

of diverse signals

interpretations

in the employing

external and internal environments.

and

organization's

Thus, while job loss

or

unemployment for the individual who experiences it is an objective
state of affairs, job insecurity is a perceptual phenomenon.

It exists

inside the person, as a result of his or her perceptions and
cognitions of the external objective environment.

It 1s not open to

direct observation; rather it is a construct which 1s inferred
usually

from

the

verbal

report

of the

person

observation of behaviour (Ibid.; p. 31).

or

from

the

Aqopting this theory,

Jacobson assumes that in organizations where objectively all jobs
are equally at risk, employees are likely to differ in the amount of
job insecurity experienced (Ibid.; p.39).
point

out

that

different

individuals

Klandermans and others
will

arrive

at

different

definitions of situations that objectively appear to be identical.
Thus, employees who are exposed to the same threatening signals
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Employing the

will experience differing degrees of job insecurity.

stress theory that reactions to stressful situations vary considerably
they think that, in the case of job insecurity, people can expect a
similar variety of reactions (Klandermans and others, 1991, p.40).
Conceiving

of job insecurity

probability

and

the

perceived

as

a function
severity

of the perceived

of losing

Klandermans and others argue that every factor,
circumstances

that

influences

the

perceived

one's

job,

condition or

probability,

the

perceived severity or both may increase job insecurity (Ibid.; p.
41).

They point out:

What cues in the environment, what characteristics of
the situation or of the person can help us predict
whether an individual employee will fear losing his or
her job?

If job insecurity is a perceptual phenomenon,

will feelings of insecurity depend completely on the
individual?

Will objective circumstances leave their

mark on an individual's perception, or is job insecurity a
completely subjective response to the situation?
hypothesize that the perceived probability

We

of losing

one's job is the result both of characteristics of the
individual employee and of the situation (Ibid.).

In regard to individual characteristics, Klandermans and others
adopt Jacobson's theory of perceived personal susceptibility to job
loss (Jacobson, 1985) and find that numerous factors

may be

responsible for individual defferences in perceived susceptibility
such as one's health, age, seniority, income, ethnic background, level
of

performance,

work

experience,

personal

relatiorls,

indispensability, dependence on present job, and so on.

They
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explain that if these factors make employees susceptible to job loss,
these employees will experience job insecurity (Klandermans and
others, 1991, pp. 42-43).

Vuuren and others develop this theme

that dependence on the present job consists of the employee's
perceived position in the labour market.

Skolls and professions

tkat are in low demand, as well as personal characteristics that put
people in an unfavourable position in the labour market (for
example, age, health, gender), make employees more dependent on
their present jobs and intensify the consequences of job loss
(Vuuren and others, 1991, p. 72).

According to the above theories, the re&earcher produces the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis
workers'

two:

WSOS

is

positively

correlated

with

health.

Hypothesis

three:

WSOS

is

c<Jrrelated

with

workers'

sex;

males' WSOS is stronger than that of females.

Hypothesis
workers'

four:

is

negatively

correlated

with

WSOS

is

positively

correlated

with

age.

Hypothesis
workers'

WSOS

five:

education.

Hypothesis
opportunities

six:

WSOS

inside

the

is

positively

factory.

correlated

with

job

Hypothesis seven:
opportunities

Hypothesis

WSOS is

outside

eight:

the
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with job

positively correlated

factory.

WSOS

is

positively

correlated

with

is

positively

correlated

with

workers' jobs in demand.

Hypothesis

nine:

WSOS

workers' competence in their jobs.

3 WSOS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

Examing the relationships between job insecurity and workers'
intentions to change jobs, organizational commitment, and job
satisfaction 1s another important part of this research.
researcher

briefly

reviews

some

of the theories

Here, this
about

these

relationships, which are relevant and will be employed in the
research.

Turnover, according to Mobley, is "the cessation of membership in
an

organization

by

an

individual

who

received

monetary

compensation from the organization" (Mobley, 1982, p. 10).
suggests two aspects
comment,

of this general definition

He

which require

First, the focus is on cessation or separation from an

organization and not on the related but distinct issues of accession,
transfer,

or

other

internal

movement

within

an

organization.

Second, the focus is on employees, those who receive monetary
compensation from the organization as a condition of membership
(Ibid.).

McCormick and Ilgen have made a distinction between

voluntary
involuntary

turnover
turnover

(when
(when

employees
employees

voluntarily
leave

for

resign)

and

unavoidable
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reasons, such as health, family commitments, or the completion of
temporary
Mobley

employment
uses

the

(employee-initiated)

(McCormick and

distinction
and

between

involuntary

Ilgen,

1985, p.

voluntary

separations

56).

separations

(organization-

initiated, plus death and mandatory retirement) (Mobley, 1982, p.
11).

In this research turnover refers to voluntary separation from

the factory.

After their empirical studies, Ashford and others developed this
theme: "The greater the perceived job insecurity, the greater the
intention to seek a new job" (Ashford and others, 1989, p. 808).
They argue:

Strains induced by job insecurity are also important
because of their effects on turnover.

Like any stressot,

job insecurity may be related to a withdrawal response
an attempt to avoid the stress altogether.
insecurity

should

have

a

positive

Thus, job

relationship

to

intentions to quit. ... People experiencing job insecurity
may also leave for rational reasons- it would be rational
for employees worried about continuity of employment
to seek more secure career opportunities.

Thus, whether

they are experiencing strains or not, employees who can
easily find employment elsewhere might be expected to
react to situations that .induce insecurity by seeking new
jobs (Ibid.; p. 807).

Chinoy reports a positive relationship between job insecurity and
propensity to leave in his interviews with auto workers (Chinoy,
1955).

Gow and others also find that many individuals are
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predisposed to leave an organization when their need for security
goes unsatisfied (Gow and others, 197 4 ).
more explicitly

The relationship was

studied by Greenhalgh and Jick.

They used

defferent measures of job insecurity and propensity to leave, and
different samples of the same declining and shrinking hospital
system.

Both reported a significant negative correlation between

the variables (Greenhalgh, 1979; Jick,
analysis

conducted

by

Fry

shows

1979).

that

Cross sectional

industries

with

high

involuntary job-loss rates also experience high quit rates since
individuals will voluntarily move from companies or industries
which possess a high degree of instability (Fry, 1973).

Fry's

findings are generally supported in the research of Stoikow and
Raimon (1968) and Block (1977).

Organizational commitment may be defined as the relative strength
of

an

individual's

identification

particular organization.

with

and

involvement

rn

a

It can be characterized by at least three

factors: (1) a strong belief in and acceptance of the organization's
goals and values; (2) a willingness to exert considerable effort on
behalf of the organization; and (3) a strong desire to maintain
membership in the organization (Steers, 1977, p. 46).
others'

studies

indicate

that

the

greater

the

Ashford and

perceived

job

insecurity, the lower the organizational commitment (Ashford and
others, 1989, p.808).

They explain:

People develop affective and attitudinal attachments to
firms

over time, which show up as high levels of

commitment, satisfaction, and trust.

Feelings of job

insecurity may threaten such basic attachments to a
firm.

Employees count on organizations to dependably
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uphold their end of the psychological contract between
them.

Perceived

job

insecurity

may

reflect

an

individual's perception that a firm has abrogated the
psychological

contract

important

features

threatened; the job itself seems at risk, or both.

seem
Loyalty

should consequently be negatively affected (Ibid.; p.
808).

Steers suggests a similar theory:

Individuals come to organizations with certain needs,
desires, skills, and so forth, and expect to find a work
environment where they can utilize their abilities and
satisfy

many

of

their

basic

needs.

When

the

organization provides such a vehicle (for example, where
it makes effective use of its employees, is dependable,
and so forth), the likelihood of increasing commitment is
apparently enhanced.

When the organization is not

dependable,

or where

employees

however,
with

challenging

and

it fails

to

meaningful

provide
tasks,

commitment levels tend to diminish (Steers, 1977, p.

53).

Greenhalgh and Sutton develop the following theory:

When the organization is enJoyrng a stable phase, the
focus of workers' attention is on task and relationships.
Workplace

conversations

tend to

reflect

this

focus,

people talk about the work itself, and about what it is
like to work with other people.

The conversations
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reflect

dominant

organization

workplace

moves

into

a

values.

When

decline

phase,

the

workers

quickly recognize that the organization is becoming
maladapted and surmise that shrinkage is in the offing.
The climate of the workplace changes along several
dimensions.

The collective consciousness temporarily

disappears,

and

is

initially

replaced

by

individual

preoccupation with how the shrinkage will affect each
person.

Workers' connectedness to the organization

varies along a continuum from low to high involvement
and

sense

of

belonging.

When

the

workfotce

experiences the job insecurity crisis, the connectedness
tends to sink to the low end of the continuum, become
purely calculative, and instrumental norms (''We do the
job

only

because

organization culture.

we

get

paid

for

it")

pervade

Thus, when the organization is in

decline, people tend to become concerned with job rights
and

organizational

entitlements.

The

workforc~

therefore displays limited organizational commitment.
Their shared definition of the situation characterizes the
orgapization
workers,

and

as

showing

little

therefore deserves

commitment
only

to

its

the minimum

woker contribution in exchange (Greenhalgh and Sutton,
1991, pp. 169-170).

McCormick and Ilgen define job satisfaction as a specific subset of
attitudes held by organization members.
have toward their jobs.

It is the attitude they

Stated another way, it is their affective

responses to their jobs (McCormick and Ilgen, 1985, p. 309).
Ashford and others found that perceptions of job insecurity were
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negatively associated with measures of job satisfaction.

Employees

with lower perceptions of job security were less satisfied with their
jobs (Ashford and others, 1989, p. 808).

Their explanation of this

relationship is that people respond affectively to jobs in terms of
how they cognitively represent or perceive the jobs.
that

job

insecurity

represents

a

constellation

To the extent
of perceptions

regarding possible negative task events, it will be likely to have a
negative effect on job satisfaction as the primary affective response
to a job (Ibid.).

Kavanagh and others point out:

Job satisfaction-dissatisfaction can be broadly classified
as being reflective of job-related stress because it is a
summary

index

of

perceptions

about

proportion

of

an

employee's

his

these

work

place.

interactions

experiences
A
with

and

significant
the

work

environment would consist of experienced strains as a
result of perceived inbalances between the perceived
environmental demands and the personal capabilities.
In fact, job satisfaction might be seen as an outcome
variable that is partially caused by person's job stress
experiences.

...one could expect a negative relationship

between job satisfaction and reported [stress] (Kavanagh
and others, 1981, p. 69.3).
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Adopting these theories, the researcher puts forward the last three
hypotheses of this research:

Hypothesis

ten:

the

weaker

a

worker's

WSOS,

the

more

likely he or she intends to change his or her jobs.

Hypothesis

eleven:

a

worker's

organizational

commitment

is positively correlated with his or her WSOS.

Hypothesis twelve:

a worker's job satisfaction is positively

correlated with his or her WSOS.

4 MEASURES OF WSOS

The research will adopt some p&rt of Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt's
job insecurity model in the questionnaire designing (Greenhalgh
and Rosenblatt, 1984).

Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt criticized prior

empirical research on job insecurity for its lack of conGeptual
development and clarity and offered a theoretical model of the job
insecurity process,

Within the model, they defined job insecurity as

"powerlessness to maintain desired continuity in a threatened job
situation" (Ibid.; p. 438).

In their model, the job insecurity construct is multidimensional,
consisting of five components.

The first four make up "the severity

of threat" (Ibid.; p. 444), that is, the degree of perceived threat to
cotinuity in a job situation.

The first component of the job

insecurity construct is perceived threat to various job features such
as opportunities for promotion and freedom to schedule work.

The

more features that an individual perceives to be threatened, the
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The perceived importance of each

greater the job insecurity.

feature to an individual is the second component of the insecurity
construct.

The construcf s third component is the perceived threat

of the occurrence of various events that would negatively affect an
individual's total job, for examples, being fired or laid off for a short
while.

The fourth component is the importance attached to each of

those potentialities.

The fifth component of the job insecurity

construct is powerlessness.

lt encompasses an individual's ability

to counteract the threats identified in the first four components.
Thus, even if they perceive a threat to their jobs or job features,
people who have the power to counteract threats should not
experience much job insecurity.

Basing on Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt's model, Ashford and others
constructed a seventeen-item Job Insecurity Scale (JIS) assessing
the above five components (Ashford and others, 1989, pp. 828829).

When referring to the measuring of the Greenhalgh and

Rosenblatt model's third component (threat to total job) by their
scale, Ashford and others explain:

Subscales

measuring

both

the

importance

and

the

likelihood of changes affecting total jobs were developed
on the basis of suggestions in Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt.
We measured the components with ten items each using
different stems and response categories (5-point scales)
to reflect importanc.e and likelihood.
0

Sample items are:

How important to you personally is the possibility that

you

may

be moved

organization?"

to

a lower level job in

the

and "How likely is it that you might be

laid off for a short while?"

We summed responses to
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these

items

separately

to

form

importance

likelihood measures for the total job.

and

... to measure

powerlessness we devised a subscale of three items with
5-point response formats ranging from "strongly agree"
to "strongly disagree".

A sample item is: "I have enough

power in this organization to control events that might
affect my job" (Ibid.; p. 810).

This research will attempt to analyse the conditions of the WSOS
and its relationships with some of the workers' individual factors,
intentions to change their jobs, organizational commitment, and job
satisfaction.

This will be done by placing these variables within

some of the theories reviewed, with special attention paid to the
workers'

stressful

reactions

to

their

employment policy reforms in China.

insecure

jobs

and

the

CHAPTER THREE:

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
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1. RESPONDENTS AND PROCEDURES

The research process began with the design of the questionnaire
during 1988.

In order to increase the measuring quality, as the

initial items of the questionnaire were developed, the researcher
pretested the working questionnaires in January 1989 using 30
worker respondents in the factory.
from

this

pilot

study,

the

After examining the results

researcher

revised

the

working

questionnaires by clarifying ambiguous wording and simplifying
the response format.

This pilot study resulted in the modified

questionnaires used in this research.

All data presented in this

thesis are from the main research with the revised questionnaires,
which was carried out during March 1989.
Workers from four randomly selected branches of the factory were
respondents.

The researcher

asked

the

managers

and

Party

secretaries of these four branches to distribute the questionnaires
to the respondents, with a covering letter explaining the purpose of
the survey and noting that their participation was voluntary.
participants were assured of confidentiality.

All

About ten days after

the distribution, the questionnaires were collected by the managers,
secretaries, and the researcher.
was 56.8 percent (N=369).

The response rate for participants

43.2 percent of the workers did not

return the questionnaires.

There

were

questionnaires.

several

for

their

not

returning

the

One was that having experienced several previous

political movements,
workers)

reasons

many people (even many average factory

were usually reluctant

to

express

their opinions

important social and political matters publicly.

on

Besides, some
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people also didn't want to publicly talk about their personal
problems.

In the questionnaire, there were some items concerning

the workers'

attitudes towards

and

evaluations of the reform

policies, the factory, their relationships with bosses and fellow
workers, changing of jobs, job security, incomes, job satisfaction and
so on, which many workers thought were socially and politically
important, or
branch

personally sensitive.

managers

and

Party

When the researcher asked the
secretaries

to

distribute

the

questionnaires among the workers, they told the researcher that
The managers and

they were pessimistic about the return rate.

secretaries also told the researcher that the workers were rather
sensitive to some of the questions in the questionnaire, as they
usually
meetings,

didn't

discuss

and they

such matters

even m

were more unwilling

questions with their bosses.

the work group

to talk about these

One week after the distribution, few

questionnaires had been returned to the managers and secretaries.
A 56.8 percent response rate was achieved after pressing.

Some

managers said that this return rate was rather high.

Another reason for the low return rate was that some workers
thought a survey of this kind as useless.

One middle-aged worker

said to the researcher: "From the 'Cultural Revolution' up to now,
many people from above (shang mi an) have come to our branch
making various investigations, but when they finish their work,
they leave the factory and never come back again.
they have done anything useful for our workers."

I cannot see
Another young

worker asked the researcher: "Can your questionnaire solve our
workers' problems?"
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There were other reasons as well.

Some married workers were

very busy with their household chores and had little spare time to
complete the questionnaires.

Another possibly

very important

reason which the workers didn't state but the researcher could feel
by personal contacts was the "demoralization and political cynicism"
identified by Walder to describe the Chinese industrial workers'
psychological condition at the end of the Mao era more than ten
years ago (Walder, 1991, p. 468).

To a certain extent and in some

aspects, Walder's descriptions was still applicable to some workers
in the factory
prosperous
workers'

studied at the end of 80s.

southern

(especially

Chinese
heavy

city

In the relatively

Guangzhou,

industrial

workers')

the

industrial

relatively

low

incomes could more easily aggravate demoralization and political
cynicism which could be traced back to as early as the middle of
the, "Cultural Revolution".

These workers

showed indifference

towards the current politics and refoms and paid more attention to
their own material conditions.

One worker once told the researcher:

"Nowadays nothing is real but money".

The relatively low incomes

made some heavy industrial workers experience a grave sense of
loss and disappointment.

They felt that the formerly high status of

the working class as a leading class had been largely reversed.
Walder points out:

Many [workers] had concluded that the reforms largely
benefited
suburban

groups--private

other
peasants,

and

especially

entrepreneurs,
cadres

and

their

families--while leaving the ordinary workers to cope
with dead-end jobs, inflation and declining real mcomes.
Workers'

homes

were

adorned

with

new

consumer

goods, but these homes were still over- crowded and

As
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poorly

equipped.

Heightened

perception

of

job

insecurity, and the chronic dissatisfaction evoked by the
privilege and abuses of some factory cadres, intensified
awareness of bow vulnerable workers were, and how
undemocratic their workplaces (Walder, 1991, p. 483).

To . some extent, and for some workers in the factory the researcher
studied, Walder was right.

The 369 respondents can be characterized as follows:

Table 3-1
Sex
Male
Female
(Total)

N

%

278
91
(369)

75.3
24.7
(100.0)

Table 3-2
Age (years)

N

30 or less
31-40
41 or more
(Total)

110
143
115
(368)

%
29.9
38.9
31.2
(100.0)
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Table 3-3
Educational level (years)
6 or less
7-9
10-12
13 or more
(Total)

3

N

36
154
162
17
(369)

9.8
41.7
43.9
4.6
(100.0)

Table 3-4
Factory tenure (years)
12 or less
13-22
23 or more
(Total)

3

N

110
29.8
152
41.3
106
28.9
(368) (100.0)

Table 3-5
Marriage
unmarried
married
divorced/widow /widower
(Total)

N

3

91
268
6
(365)

24.9
73.5
1.6
(100.0)

N

3

Table 3-6
Monthly income (RMB Yuan)
200 or less
201-250
251 or more
(Total)

178
123
68
(369)

48.3
33.3
18.4
(100.0)
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Table 3-7

%

N

State of health
Very healthy

50

13.6

Healthy
Healthy on the whole
Unhealthy
Very unhealthy

101
179
27
11

27.4
48.7
7.3
3.0

(Total)

(368)

The mean age of the respondents was 36.13 years.
educational level was 10.3 years.
tenure was 17.63 years.

(100.0)

Their average

Their mean level of factory

The average monthly income was 221.12

RMB Yuan.

Since 43 .2 percent of workers didn't response to the questionnaires,
it is neccesary to determine whether or not a sample of 369 is still
representative

of

the

population

in

which

the

researcher

is

interested at this point.

The results of comparisons between some

statistics

available

which

were

to

the

researcher

from

population and those from the sample are as follows:
Table 3-8: Comparison of Sex

Sex

Male
Female
(Total)

Sample (N=369)

%
75.3
24.7
(100.0)

Population (N=4400)

%
68.7
31.3
(100.0)

the

Table 3-9: Comparison of Educational Levels
Sample
(N=369)

Educational Levels
(years)

%
9.8

6 or less
7-9
10-12

41.7

43.9
4.6

13 or more
(Total)

(100.0)
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Population
(N=4400)

%
15.4
41.7
41.4
1.5
(100.0)

Table 3-10: Comparison of Average Age and Tenure
Sample

Average age
(years)
Average tenure
(years)
(N)

36.13
17.63
(368)

Population

37
16
(4400)

The tables of compansons show that the distributions of the sample
and of the population in educational levels, average ages and
factory tenure are rather close except a small disparity in sex.
According to two office managers who read the statistical results· of
the sample, the sample's marital statuses and health were not very
different from those of the population. Statistics on the population's
average monthly incomes were not available to the researcher.
However, by interviewing some workers, managers and factory
school teachers, and also taking into account the Chinese practice of
understating their incomes, the researcher infers that the average
monthly incomes the respondents reported were slightly lower
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than they actually earned and the average levels of the population.
Thus, although there were some disparities between the sample
and the population, the former was still generally representative of
the latter.

2.MEASURES

A. WSOS.

In this research, some items in the scale which measures the WSOS
are based on the third component (threat to total job) of Greenhalgh
and Rosenblatt's job insecurity model (Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt,
1984).

Adopting this model, and adding some other items, the

researcher constructed a six-item scale (5-point) in this research,
which is also, on the whole, consistent with Ashford and others' Job
Insecurity Scale (JIS) (Ashford and others, 1989, pp. 828-829).

The

responses to these six items are as follows:
Item 1: Yor feel that your present job is ( 1) very secure (2) secure
(3) secure on the whole (4) insecure (5) very insecure.
Table 3-11: Responses to Item 1
Responses
Very secure
Secure
Secure on the whole
Insecure
Very insecure
(Total)

N

%

12
46
233
63
15
(369)

3.2
12.5
63.1
17.1
4.1
(100.0)
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Item 2: The next time your branch pursues the labour
rationalization policy, do you expect that you will lose your present
job? (1) entirely impossible (2) impossible (3) not sure (4) possible
(5) entirely possible.
Table 3-12: Responses to Item 2
Responses
Entirely impossible
Impossible
Not sure
Possible
Entirely possible
(Total)

%

N

26

7.1
16.3
61.0
10.3
5.3

60

224
38

20
(368)

(100.0)

Item 3: If some workers in your branch lost their present jobs after
labour rationalization policy, how worried would you be?
(1) not
worried at all (2) not worried (3) indifferent (4) worried (5) very
worried.
Table 3-13: Responses to Item 3
Responses
Not worried at all
Not worried
Indifferent
Worried
Very worried
(Total)

N

20
56
234
43

15
(368)

%
5.4
15.2
63.6

11.7
4.1
(100.0)

Item 4: If you lost your present job, would you be worried?
certainly not (2) not (3) indifferent ( 4) yes (5) certainly yes.
Table 3-14: Responses to Item 4
-------------~--~----------~-~-------------

Responses

N

%

Certainly not
Not
Indifferent
Yes
Certainly yes
(Total)

30
50

8.1

204
49
34
(367)

13.6
55.6
13.4
9.3
(100.0)

(1)
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Item 5: If you lost your present job, would you be (1) very happy
(2) happy (3) indifferent (4) unhappy (5) very unhappy.
Table 3-15: Responses to Item 5
Responses

%

N

32
24
228
47
35
(366)

Very happy
Happy
Indifferent
Unhappy
Very unhappy
(Total)

8.7
6.6
62.3
12.8
9.6
(100.0)

Item 6: Last time your branch pursued the labour rationalization
policy, did you feel stressed? (1) not at all (2) not (3) a little (4)
some (5) very much.
Table 3-16: Responses to Item 6
Responses

%

N

Not at all
Not
A little
Yes
Very much
(Total)

29
58
201
54
26
(368)

7.9
15.8
54.6
14.7
7.1
(100.0)

In order to make the variable WSOS more precise, the researcher
employed
analysis.

the

principal

component analysis

method

in

Fruchter points out:

Almost every field of science has set up a number of
classificatory categories which can be described and
measured.

Factor

analysis

starts

with

a

set

of

observations obtained from a given sample by means of
such a priori

measures.

It is a method of analyzing this

factor
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set

of observations

from

their intercorrelations

to

determine whether the variations represented can be
accounted

for

categories

adequately

smaller

than

investigation was started.

of a

a

that

number
with

of

basic

which

the

Thus data obtained with a

large number of a priori
terms

by

measures may be explained in

smaller number

of reference

variables

(Fruchter, 1954, p. 1).

In other words, by factor analysis, we can extract one or more
common factors

from

many

correlated variables

simplifying the complicated circumstances.

(items),

thus

There are several

methods of extracting the common factors, such as centroid method,
maximum-likelihood

solution,

Alpha

factoring,

Rao's

canonical

factoring, image factoring, least squares method, and so on.

In

sociological studies, the method which is often used is principal
component analysis.

The results of the analysis of WSOS are as

follows:
Table 3-17: WSOS Factor Matrix
Items

4
5
3
2

1
6
Eigenvalue
Average
Variance

Factor 1

Factor 2

Communality

0.81
0.80
0.61
-0.04
-0.12
0.30

-0.02
-0.17
0.48
0.81
0.50
0.50

0.66
0.67
0.61
0.66
0.30
0.34

1. 87

1.36

3.23

31.23

22.73

53.9
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In the above table, the numerical values in the center show the
correlations of each factor with each item.

Communality is the sum

of the squares of coefficients of each item with two factors which
indicates the total contributions each item has made to the two
factors (or, in other words, the sum of variance of each item
accounted for by each factor).

Eigenvalue is the sum of the squares

of coefficients of six items with each factor, which shows the total
contributions the six items have made to each factor (or total
variance of the six items each factor has accounted for).

Average

variance shows how much variance of each item each factor has
accounted for on average.
communality) reflects
analysis.

The sum of the eigenvalues (total

the total

effect of principal

component

The greater the eigenvalue and the average variance, the

greater the effect of the factor.

From the above table, we can see that the contributions of items 4,5
and 3 to factor 1 are greater than those of items 6, 2 and 1
(41=0.81, 51=0.80, 31=0.61), while the contributions of items 2,1
and 6 to factor 2 are greater than those of items 4, 5 and 3
(22=0.81, 12=0.50, 62=0.50).
into two groups.

Thus, the six items can be divided

By further examination of each item in each

group, we can find that the items in the first group directly reflect
the respondents' stressful experiences caused by the employment
policy reforms; thus, factor 1 can be termed the "experiencing"
factor.

In the second group, item 2 and 1 reflect the respondents'

subjective appraisals of their own occupational situations.

There is

a little problem in item 6, which, on the face of it, reflects the
respondents' stressful reactions, but according to the coefficient, its
contribution to factor 2 is slightly greater than to factor 1.
researcher infers

The

that item 6 asks respondents to recall their
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previous

experiences,

and

under

such

circumstances

more

respondents might evaluate these experiences m the same way
they evaluate their job situations.
second group.

So, item 6

Factor 2 can be called the "appraising" factor.

there are two dimensions 1n WSOS:
appraising WSOS.
stressful

can be put into the

experiencing WSOS

Thus,
and

The latter indirectly reflects the respondents'

experiences.

In

this

research,

the

researcher will

concentrate his attention mainly on experiencing WSOS.

In the factor analysis table above, the sum of variance accounted
for by factor 1 is 1.87, and factor 1 accounts for 31.2 percent of
each item's variance on average (1.87 divided by 6), while the sum
of variance of the six items accounted for by factor 2 is 1.36 (22.7
percent on average).
percent of variance.

The

two factors together account for 53.9

The total communality 1s 3.23, which reflects

the total effect of the analysis.

According to usual practice, if a

factor's eigenvalue is bigger than 1 and the average variance is
more than 5 percent, that factor can be chosen.

Thus, the

experiencing factor and the appraising factor can be determined in
this research.

In this research, the researcher determines the response intensity
by first computing the total points a respondent has scored in
responding to a group of items or one item, then, dividing the
respondents into three categories, "strong", "not strong" and "weak

0
,

or "high 11 , "moderate" and "low", according to how many points they
have scored.

For example, in item 1 of appraising WSOS (3 items),

if a respondent ticks the response "very secure 11 , he or she will
score 5 points, and if another respondent ticks the response "very
insecure", he or she only scores 1 point.

That means that the first
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respondent's appraising WSOS reflected in item 1 is stronger than
that of the second respondent.

Then, the researcher adds all points

a respondent has scored in responding to 3 items.

These added

points are a respondent's total appraising WSOS score.

Last, the

researcher divides all respondents into 3 groups according to the
total points they have scored: "strong" (10-15 points), "not strong"
(9 points) and "weak" (3-8 points).

The intensity of appraising

WSOS and experiencing WSOS are as follows:
Table 3-18: Intensity of Appraising WSOS
Intensity
Strong (10-15 points)
Not strong (9 points)
Weak (3-8 points)
(Total)

3

N

133
162
119
(368)

36.0
31.6
32.4
(100.0)

Table 3-19: Intensity of Experiencing WSOS
Intensity

3

N

Strong (10-15 points)
Not strong (9 points)
Weak (3-8 p~ints)

108
162
96

(Total)

(366)

29.4
44.4
26.2
(100.0)

B. WORKERS' INTENTIONS TO CHANGE JOBS.
This variable was measured with a two-item scale (5-point) which
derived from Walsh and others' Turnover Intent Scale (Walsh,
Ashford and Hill, 1985, p.46).
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Item 1: Would you be willing to be transferred to anther factory in
which the pay and conditions are similar to your factory's?

(1)

very willing (2) willing (3) indifferent (4) unwilling (5) very
unwilling.
Table 3-20: Responses to Item 1
Responses
Very willing
Willing
Indifferent
Unwilling
Very unwilling
(Total)

N
30
48
163
118
10
(369)

%
8.1
13.0

44.2
32.0
2.7
(100.0)

Item 2: If you were allowed to choose your work unit freely, would
you want to work in another factory? (1) definitely yes (2) yes (3)
indifferent (4) no (5) definitely no.
Table 3-21: Responses to Item 2
Responses
Definitely yes
Yes
Indifferent
No
Definitely no ,
(Total)

%

N

38
102
165
46
16
(367)

------------10.4
27.8
45.0
12.5
4.4
(100.0)

Table 3-22: Intensity of Intentions to Change Jobs
Intensity
Strong (8-10 points)
Moderate (4-7 points)
Weak (3 points or less)
(Total)

N

51
287
29
(367)

%
14.l
78.1
7.8
(100.0)
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C. WORKERS' ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT.

This

was

measured

with

three

items

(5-point)

which

were

constructed m this research by referring to Mowday and others'
Organizational Commitment Questionnarie (OCQ) (Mowday, Steers
and Porter, 1979, p. 228).
Item 1: When other people criticize your factory, you (1) try to
defend the factory (2) feel very angry (3) feel angry (4) indifferent
(5) take part in the criticizing.
Table 3-23: Responses to Item 1
N

Responses
Try to defend the factory
Feel very angry
Feel angry
Indifferent
Take part in the criticizing
(Total)

37
5
21
196
108
(367)

3
10.l
1.4
5.7
53.4
29.4
(100.0)

Item 2: As a member of your factory, do you think that it is
important to do your best for the factory? (1) very important (2)
important (3) indifferent (4) unimportant (5) not at all important.
Table 3-24: Responses to Item 2
Responses
Very important
Important
indifferent
Unimportant
Not at all important
(Total)

N

3

60
171
98

16.3
46.5
26.6
6.5
4.1
(100.0)

24
15
(368)

Item 3: If you had a rationalization proposal concerning productio<1t
in your factory, would you submit it to the factory? ( 1) certainly
would (2) probably would (3) not sure (4) probably would not (5)
certainly would not.
Table 3-25: Responses to item 3

---------------------------- Responses

Certainly would
Probably would
Not sure
Probably would not
Certainly would not
(Total)

N

82
131

95
36
21
(365)

%

22.5
35.9
26.0
9.9

5.8
(100.0)

Table 3-26: Intensity of Organizational Commitment
Intensity
Strong (11-15 points)
Moderate (9-10 points)
Weak (3-8 points)
(Total)

N

93
143
129
(365)

%
25.4
39.2
35.4
(100.0)

D. JOB SATISFACTION.

In this research, workers' job satisfaction was measured with seven
items in the framework of Smith and others' Job Description Index
(JDI) (Smith, Kendall and Hulin, 1969).

8

Item 1-7: Are you satisfied with (1) wages (2) welfare (3) workin~
conditions (4) relationship with managers (5) relationship with
fellow workers (6) opportunity of promotion (7) the way in which
wages are calculated? (5-point)
Table 3-27: Responses to the Seven Job Satisfaction Items

-----------------------------------------------very
very
satisfied satisfied indifferent unsatisfied unsatisfied
1 Wages
2 Welfare
3 Work con.
4 R. managers
5 R. fellows
6 Promotion
7 Cale. wages

%

%

%

%

%

1.4
1.4
0.5
1.1
6.5
0.8
0.5

2.7
4.1
7.7
12.6
29.6
5.8
4.9

41.l
51.5
63.4
74.9
58.2
45.2
47.0

31.1
26.2
17.5

23.7
16.9
10.9
6.0
2.7
20.7
21.2

5.5
3.0
27.5
26.4

N
367
367
366
366
368
363
364

Table 3-28: Intensity of Job Satisfaction
Intensity

%

N

Low (7-15 points)
Moderate (16-20 points)
High (21-35 points)
(Total)

After the process

76
154
133
(363)

20.8
42.5
36.7
(100.0)

of measurement has

necessary to present

been

described,

means and standard deviations for the five

variables.
Table 3-29:
Scales

Experi. WSOS
Appra. WSOS
Inten. of chan.
Orga. commit.
Job sati.

it is

Number of Items
and Response Format
3 items, 5-point
· 3 items, 5-point
2 items, 5-point
3 items, 5-point
7 items, 5-point

Means

S.D.

N

10.3
9.9
5.7
9.0
20.2

2.7
3.0
1.7
3.0
6.5

366
368
367
365
363
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CHAPTER FOUR:

RESEARCH RESULTS
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In this research, Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma coefficient is used
to determine the strength and direction of an association between
ordinal variables, and Cramer's V coefficient to determine the
strength of an association between one nominal variable and one
ordinal variable.

Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma can reduce the proportion of error
in the prediction of one variable by knowing the distribution of
another.
no

It rang_es from -1 to + 1.

reduction

in

error

in

If Gamma were 0, there would be

predicting

the

distribution

of

the

dependent variable, and if Gamma were -1 or + 1, our knowledge of
the independent variable would allow us to predict accurately the
dependent variable without making any errors.

Cramer's V ranges

from 0 to 1, and is unable to reduce the proportion of errors.

Since

it is not influenced by the size of the table, V is very often used in

sociological research (Li, 1987, p.173).

To describe the direction of Gamma and the strength of Gamma and
V, the researcher employs the conventions for describing Yule's Q
by Davis (1971, P. 49).
Table 4-1 Davis' Conventions for Describing Yule's Q
Value of Q
+. 70 or higher
+.50 to +.69
+.30 to +.49
+.10 to +.29
+.01 to +.09

.00
-.01 to -.09
-.10 to -.29
-.30 to -.49
-.50 to -.69
-.70 or lower

Appropriate

Phrase

A very strong positive association
A substantial positive association
A moderate positive association
A low positive association
A negligible positive association
No association
A negligible negative association
A low negative association
A moderate negative association
A substantial negative association
A very strong negative association
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In regard to inferential statistics, the Z test is used to infer whether
or not a particular percentage in the sample would be likely to
recur in the population.

Chi-Square, one of the most widely used

tests for statistical significance in sociology, is used when the
variables under study are nominal or ordinal in measurement, to
test "whether there is any variation m the data different from mere
chance variation". (Baker, 1988, P. 407).

It tells us if we can "safely

assume that there is some relationship (between the variables
being studied) in the population from which [our] sample was
drawn" (Ibid.).

The larger the Chi-Square, the more likely we can

reject the null hypothesis and accept the research hypothesis.

How

large the Chi-Square must be to reject the null hypothesis depends
on the significance level (p) and the degrees of freedom (df).

In

this research, the significance level will be given as p < .05, and the
one-tailed test will be used when the null hypotheses are tested.

1. The Conditions of WSOS

In chapter 3, tables 3-18 and 3-19 showed that 64 percent of the
workers appraised their job security as rather low or very low, and
70.6 percent workers felt rather stressed or very stressed (Z = 3.47
and 6.0 respectively, p < .05, one-tailed test, I Z I

or > 1.65). These

findings support hypothesis 1 that for the Chinese state workers
who

have

occupation,
stressful

been
the.

job

accustomed
employment

insecurity

to

a

policy

experiences;

permanently
reforms
that

will
is,

guaranteed
bring

some

some

workers'

appraisals of their job security are rather low or very low, and
some workers feel stressed.

If we take into account that almost all

Chinese state workers took for granted a permanently guaranteed
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occupation

before

the

employment

policy

reforms,

these

percentages are very high.
2. Experiencing WSOS and Health
Table 4-2 Experiencing WSOS by Health
Health Level
Experiencing WSOS

Unhealthy

48.7%
32.4
18.9

Weak
Not strong
Strong

Gamma= +.25
Chi-Square = 16.09; df

Table 4-2

= 4;

Healthy on the whole

Healthy

25.6

20.8

48.8

42.3
36.9

25.6

100.0%

100.0%

(37)

(176)

100.0%
(149)

p < .05

shows that health

correlation (Gamma = + .25).

and WSOS have some positive

In the unhealthy group, 48.7 percent

of workers felt very stressed and only 18.9 percent have a strong
sense of occupational security, while in the healthy group, 20.8
percent have a very weak sense of occupational security, and 36.9
percent do not experienced stress at all.

Hypothesis 2, that WSOS is

positively correlated with workers' health, can be accepted.

3. Experiencing WSOS and Workers' Sex
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Table 4-3 Experiencing WSOS by Sex
Sex
Experiencing WSOS

Male

Female

Weak
Not Strong
Strong

48.2
32.5

47.2
32.6
20.2

100.03
(274)

100.03
(89)

Gamma= +.27
Chi-Square 27.01; df= 2; p < .05

Table

4-3

provides

support

for

hypothesis

3

that

WSOS

is

correlated with workers' sex; males' WSOS is stronger than that of
females.

Nearly half of the female workers felt very stressed (47.2

percent), while such male workers were only 19.3 percent.

In the

"strong" group, the percentage of males was higher than that of
females.

This is consistent with the research hypothesis.

But the

strange phenomenon is that, on the contrary, females' percentage
(32.6) was much lower than that of males (48.2) in the
group.

What is the explanation of this?

researcher
experiences

referred
can

be

to

Pearlin's

traced

theory

back

to

11

not strong"

In chapter 2, the
that

the

many

vanous

stressful

systems

of

stratification such as those based on social and economic class, race
and ethnicity, gender, and age.
also

referred

to

In the same chapter, the researcher

Klandermans

and

others'

theory

that

many

personal factors such as health, age, ethnic background will make
employees susceptible to job loss, and experience job insecurity.
V uuren and others also point out that some personal characteristics
(for example, gender) put people in an unfavourable position in the
labour market and intensify the consequences of job loss.
Chinese employment policy

reforms

make

some female

Since
state

industrial workers very susceptible to job loss and put them in a
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rather unfavourable position in the labour market (this will be
discussed in the next chapter), it can be assumed that under such
circumstances, female workers could more easily determine their
own senses of job insecurity than male workers, and thus had lower
percentage

in

(especially

males)

11

the

not

strong

who

11

group

which

couldn't ascertain their

included
own

those

feelings.

However, even because of this, the total percentage of the females
in the

11

weak

11

11

and

not strong

11

groups (79.8) was still higher than

that of males in the same groups (67.5).

4. Experiencing WSOS and Workers' Age

Table 4-4 Experiencing WSOS by Age
Age
Experiencing WSOS

Years Or Less

This finding

Years

32.73
39.1
28.2

19.9
48.9
31.2

100.03
(110)

100.03
(141)

Weak
Not Strong
Strong

+.04
Gamma
Chi-Square 5.58; df

31

41 Years Or More
27.1
44.1
28.8
100.03
(111)

4; p > .05

shows that experiencing WSOS

and age have a

negligible positive correlation in the sample, and the Chi-Square is
not large enough to reject the null hypothesis [5.58 < 9.488 which 1s
the critical value when p

.05 and df = 4 (Baker, 1988, p. 442)].

So

hypothesis 4 that WSOS is negatively correlated with workers' age
connot be accepted.

According to Klandermans and others' theory,

the researcher assumed beforehand that the older the workers, the
more likely they would be put in an unfavourable position m the
labour market, and thus they would experience more stress.

Table
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4-4 does not provide support for this assumption.

On the contrary,

in the 30 year or less group, the percentage of weak (32.7) is higher
than those in the 31-40 year and 41 year or more groups (19.9 and
27.1).

5. Experiencing WSOS and Workers' Education

Table 4-5 Experiencing WSOS by Education
Educational Level
Experiencing WSOS

10 Years or Nlore

9 Years or Less

Weak
Not Strong
Strong

30.03
43.3
26.7

22.1
45.5
32.4

1()().03

100.03
(176)

(187)
Gamma= +.15
Chi-Square = 3.18; df

= 2;

p > .05

Table 4-5 shows that WSOS is not significantly and strongly
correlated

with

workers'

educational

levels.

The

researcher

assumed that workers with more than 10 year's education (that is,
they

had

senior

middle

school

or

university

educational

background) could seek jobs more easily in the labour market than
those with less than 10 year's education, because having got a
senior middle school diploma was a basic requirement by many
work units for job applicants.

The above finding, however, does not

support hypothesis 5 that · WSOS is positively correlated with
workers' education.
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6. Experiencing WSOS and Job Opportunities inside the Factory

Table 4-6 Experiencing WSOS by Job Opportunities inside the
Factory
Opportunities
Experiencing WSOS

Moderate

Low

Weak

Not Strong
Strong

45.8%
20.3
33.9

22.2
55.0
22.8

100.0%
(59)

100.0%
(189)

High
22.8
38.6
38.6

100.0%
(114)

Gamma= +.18
Chi-Square = 30.15; elf= 4; p < .05

Table 4-6 shows that experiencing WSOS has a significant but low
correlation with job opportunities inside the factory.
of

The influence

opportunities on WSOS is rather weak, and if we use the

independent variable to predict the dependent variable, we can
reduce only18 percent of error.

Although we can accept hypothesis

6 that WSOS is positively correlated with job opportunities inside
the

factory,

correlation

we

have

between

to

WSOS

compare
and job

this

correlation

opportunities

with

the

outside

the

factory, because, as Li points out, such comparison will make the
correlation coefficients more understandable (Li, 1987, p. 104).
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7. Experiencing WSOS and Job Opportunities outside the Factory

Table 4-7 Experiencing WSOS by Job Opportunities outside the
Factory
Opportunities
Experiencing WSOS

Moderate

Low

High

-------~---------------------------------------------------------

Weak
Not Strong
Strong

64.63
20.8
14.6

21.1
53.3
25.6

100.03
(48)

18.7
41.0
40.3

100.03
(180)

100.03
(134)

Gamma= +.38
Chi-Square = 51.37; df = 4; p < .05

Table

4-7

shows

that

the

correlation

between

WSOS

and

opportunities outside the factory is stronger than that between
WSOS and opportunities inside the factory.

It is obvious that the

influence of the opportunities outside the factory on WSOS is
greater than that of the opportunities inside the factory.

8. Experiencing WSOS and Job in Demand

Table 4-8 Experiencing WSOS by Job in Demand
Job in Demand

Experiencing WSOS
Weak
Not Strong
Strong

Just

in High Demand

24.73
45.2
30.1 ·

26.4
53.5
20.1

27.1
35.0
37.9

100.03
(73)

100.03
(144)

100.03
(140)

in Low Demand

Gamma= +.07
Chi-Square = 13.24; df = 4; p < .05
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Table 4-8 shows a significant but negligible association between
WSOS and workers' jobs in demand.

According to Vuuren and

others' theory, the researcher assumed that if workers' jobs were in
high demand in the factory,

they

would

experience less job

insecurity and vice versa, because if one's job was in high demand,
the possibility of his or her being fired should be low, while if one's
job was in low demand, the possibility of his or her being fired
should be high.
assumption.

The above finding

does

not

support this

The percentages of weak WSOS in both low and high

demand groups are very close (24.7 and 27.1), and the percentages
of strong WSOS in the same groups are rather close (30.1 and 37.9).
So hypothesis 8 that WSOS is positively correlated with workers'
jobs in demand cannot be accepted.

9. Experiencing WSOS and Workers' Competence in Their Jobs

Table 4-9 Experiencing WSOS by Competence
Competence
Experiencing WSOS

Incompetent

29.6%
14.8
55.6

Weak
Not Strong
Strong

100.0%
(27)

Moderate

23.5
51.0

25.5

Competent

29.5
41.0
29.5

100.0%

100.0%

(196)

(139)

Gamma
-.09
Chi-Square = 16.18; df = 4; p < .o5

This table shows a significant but negligible negative association
between

WSOS

and

competence.

The

researcher

assumed

beforehand that because of the high possibility of being fired, the
less competent a worker was for his or her job, the more job
insecurity he or she would experience.

Thus, the percentage of
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strong WSOS in competent group should be much higher than that
in incompetent group and vise versa.
positive correlation.

Table 4-9 shows no such

On the contrary, the percentages of weak

WSOS in both groups are almost the same (29.6 and 29.5), and the
percentages of strong WSOS in incompetent group is much higher
than that in competent group (55.6 and 29.5).

Table 4-9 does not

provide support for hypothesis 9 that WSOS is positively correlated
with workers' competence in their jobs.

10. Intentions to Change Jobs and Experiencing WSOS

Table 4-10 Intentions by WSOS
Experiencing WSOS
Intentions

Weak Not Strong

Strong
Not Strong
Weak

18.6%
65.7
5.7

11.8
82.3

100.0%

100.0%
(186)

15.2
79.l
5.7

5.9

(70)

Strong

100.0%
(105)

Gamma=+ .09
Chi-Square = 10.66; elf = 4; p < .05

This table shows a significant and negligible positive association
between intentions and WSOS.

According to Ashford and others'

theory that job insecurity may be related to a withdrawal response,
and Gow and others' theory that individuals are predisposed to
leave

an

unsatisfied,

organization

when

their

needs

for

security

goes

the researcher hypothesised that the intentions

change jobs would have a negative correlation with WSOS.
no such correlation in table 4-10.

to

There is

The percentages of strong

intentions to change jobs in the weak WSOS and strong WSOS group
are rather close (18.6 and 15.2), and only 5.7 percent of the
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respondents in the strong WSOS group have weak intentions, while
the percentage of such respondents in the weak WSOS group is
15.7.

This finding does not support the above theories and

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 10 therefore cannot be accepted.

11. Workers' Organizational Commitment and Experiencing WSOS

Table 4-11 Organizational commitment by WSOS
Experiencing WSOS
Commitment

Not Strong

Weak

Weak
Not Strong
Strong

36.0

33.3

31.9
31.9

45.7

32.4
34.3

100.03

100.03

18.3

= 4;

100.03

(186)

(69)

Gamma= +.06
Chi-Square = 12.34; df

Strong

(102)

p < .05

Ashford and others point out that people develop affective and
attitudinal

attachments

to

organizations

over

time,

and

attachments can be negatively affected by job insecurity.

such
Steers

also thinks that if an organization cannot satisfy individuals' jobsecurity needs, the commitment levels of these individuals tend to
diminish.

Table

propositions.
negligibly

4-11

does

Commitment

correlated

with

not

and
each

provide
WSOS

other.

support

are

for

these

significantly

There

is

not

but
much

percentage difference between the weak WSOS group and the
strong WSOS group, and within each group.
hypothesis

11

that

a

worker's

Thus, we cannot accept

organizational

positively correlated with his or her WSOS.

commitment

is
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12. Workers' Job Satisfaction and Experiencing WSOS

Table 4-12 Job Satisfaction by WSOS
Experiencing WSOS
Job Satisfaction

Weak

Not Strong

Strong

Low

23.2%

Not High
High

42.0

16.4
43.7

40.l

34.8

39.9

32.4

100.0%
(69)
Gamma= -.07
Chi-Square = 5.34; df

= 4;

27.5

100.0%
(183)

100.0%
(102)

p > .05

According to Ashford, Kavanagh and others' theories, the researcher
hypothesised

that

job

insecurity

would

negatively

influence

people's responses to their jobs and result in job dissatisfaction.
Thus, the weaker the WSOS, the lower the job satisfaction.
12 shows no such correlation in the population.

Table 4-

On the contrary, in

the sample, the percentage of high satisfaction in the weak WSOS
group (34.8) is much larger than that of low satisfaction in the same
group (23.2).

A reasonable explanation of this is that weak job

security will more readily make people see the importance of their
present jobs, and thus increases their job s·atisfaction.

The last

hypothesis that a worker's job satisfaction is positively correlated
with his or her WSOS cannot be accepted.

CHAPTER FIVE:

DISCUSSION
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1. THE CONDITIONS OF WSOS

In this research, the researcher adopts the following sociological
theories about stress and job insecurity: Mechanic and Simpson's
social system support theory, Simpson, Dodge and Martin's social
relationship

disruption

theory,

Pearlin's

roles-stress

theory,

Kaplan's need-value and new requirements-stress theories, Ruch
and Holmes' social readjustment theory, Hinkle's changes of social
relationship theory and Jacobson's job insecurity theory.
findings

of this research generally

The

confirm these theories by

showing that when Chinese state workers perceive that their jobs
are being threatened, some feel various degrees of stress.

By

interviewing some of the workers who were fired after labour
rationalization policy had been conducted in the Guangzhou Heavy
Machinery Factory (GHMF), the researcher found that those who
still had jobs in the factory were more uncertain of their future
than those who had already

lost their jobs.

This

supports

Jacobson's theory that job insecurity is a more stressful life event
than job loss.

Western theories of job insecurity indicate that objective conditions
which feed workers' job insecurity include changes of government
policies, and economic and organizational restructuring including
recession,

mergers

employment flexibility

and

takeovers,

new

technologies,

(Jacobson and Hartley,

1991, pp.

and
2-5).

These theories are basically applicable to the Chinese case during
the reform era.

But for the Chinese state workers in the GHMF,

there are some other factors which might aggravate their job
insecurity.
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First, for Chinese state workers, job insecurity is a totally new
experience.

For a long period of time after 1949, the Party and the

government pursued a permanently guaranteed occupation policy.
State factories could not fire workers whose performance was very
bad.

When a worker committed a gross error inside or outside the

factory, the most severe punishment was "being discharged from
the factory after being placed on probation in the factory" (kaichu
chuchang, Uuchang chakan) meaning that although a worker was

fired, he or she still could work in the factory for a certain period of
time.

In reality, many such workers remained in their work units

permanently.

Under such an employment policy, it was natural

that

state

Chinese

workers

took

for

granted

a

permanently

guaranteed occupation and had a strong sense of job security.
didn't believe that the Party
guarantee their jobs.

They

and the government would not

Moreover, the propaganda of the Party and

the government further strengthened such a sense of job security.
For a long time, it was asserted that guaranteed employment was
one

of

the

most

important

advantages

unemployment was part of Western capitalism.

of

socialism

and

So, everyone in the

state enterprises sincerely believed that to satisfy workers' basic
needs was the responsibility of the Party and the government.
Even after the employment policy reforms had begun, there were
still some workers who thought that the factories would not really
break their uiron rice bowls".

Thus, compared with their Wes tern

counterparts, Chinese state workers were more susceptible to job
loss and job insecurity.
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Second, for the workers in the GHMF, job opportunities outside the
factory are getting fewer and fewer.

Although the Pearl River Delta

(with Guangzhou as its hub) in Guangdong Province is economically
the most prosperous area in China, during recent years more than 2
million people, including a large number of university graduates
and skilled workers from other parts of Guangdong and other
provinces, come to this area annually to seek jobs. This situation
brings greater pressure to bear on the already crowded labour
market of the Pearl River Delta.

Some workers report that, because

too many non-native job-seekers crowd into Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Zhuhai, Foshan, Dongguan, Zhongshan, Shunde, etc., it is more
difficult for them to find suitable jobs nowadays than before.

Third, for Chinese urban dwellers, being fired from state work units
will

make them lose "face"

consequences for them.

(mianzi)

and thus bring serious

Face, according to Hu, "stands for the kind

of prestige that is emphasized [among the Chinese people]: a
reputation achieved through getting on in life, through success and
ostentationu (Hu, 1944, p. 45).

In his classic work, American

sociologist Goffman defined the term "face" as "the positive social
value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others
assume he has taken during a particular contact.

Face is an image

of self delineated in terms of approved social attributes (Goffman,
1955, p. 213).

Goffman described social interaction as a theatrical

performance in which each . individual has to choose a

11

1ine 11 , or

coherent pattern, or verbal acts to express himself or herself, to
maintain an image appropriate to the current social situation, and
to secure a favourable evaluation from others.
not a phenomenon unique to

Although uface 11 is

Chinese culture (Bond and Hwang,

1986, p. 244), it is the fact that "face" is very important for the
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Chinese people.

For them, one of the main purposes of social

interaction is to struggle for "face" and avoid losing "facen.

Nowadays, m Chinese urban areas, although there are some people
who leave their work units and cease to be state employees, many
city dwellers still highly value the stable jobs assigned by the
government.
stable job

They think that a person who has a work unit and a
is

following

the correct

path

(zouzhengdao),

and

otherwise he or she is following the wrong path (buzouzhengdao).
Even in Guangzhou, where the private industries and commerce are
more developed than in other Chinese cities, many parents still
want their children to work in government work units, although
the pay is lower than in private sectors.

Therefore, if a person is

fired from the work unit, he or she will get rather unfavourable
social evaluations from his or her family, relatives, friends and
fellow workers, and lose "face".
state workers, fear of losing
insecurity.

"face"

can exacerbate their job

But why do Chinese state workers value so highly their

work unit and stable jobs?
Walder's

It can be certain that for many

Chinese

worker

This question can be explained by
dependence

theory,

which

will

be

referred to in the third section of this chapter.

2. WSOS AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Following Jacobson, Klandermans, Vuuren and others' view that
certain characteristics of individual employees can result in job
insecurity

and

are

responsible

perceived

susceptibility

to job

for
loss,

individual

differences

the researcher

in

originally

hypothesized that some individual factors such as health, sex, age,
education, job opportunities, job in demand and competence would
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influence workers' sense of job security.

Some of the findings of

this research support these hypotheses, but some don't: WSOS is
correlated with workers' health, sex, job opportunities inside and
outside the factory, but it is not correlated with age, education, job
in demand and competence.

There is therefore a need to explain

the findings which don't support the research hypotheses.

By examining the official documents of the GHMF and interviewing
some of the respondents, the researcher found that in GHMF age is
not a factor which can influence WSOS.

According to ''The Detailed

Rules and Regulations of Employment of the GHMF", a worker
should not be dismissed only because of his or her age (GHMF, p. 5).
Most of the branches in the factory complied with this rule very
well in pursuing the labour rationalization policy, although there
was a small number of exceptions.

Thus, a worker will not

experience job insecurity only because he or she was older.
contrary, it is possible that as one

On the

gets older, one will have richer

work experience, become more skillful, and therefore, in some
respects, will be m a more secure position in the factory.

Some

branch managers told the researcher that older workers aged 3550 were very valuable human resources for the factory.

On the one

hand, they were more experienced than younger workers; on the
other hand, they had more vitality than those over fifty.

Besides,

they had a stronger commitment to the factory and adopted more
realistic

attitudes

towards. their life

and work than

younger

workers.

There are two main reasons for the lack of correlation between
WSOS and workers' education.

First, according to the employment

rules of the factory, the workers' educational levels should not be

taken into account when deciding dismissals.
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Second, during recent

years, although many enterprises in the Pearl River Delta area
require that people who apply for jobs should have at least 10
year's education, m fact, they prefer workers who have practical
skills rather than those with higher education diplomas but without
much skill.

Some factories even refuse to accept university

graduates assigned by the government.
hand,

many

ventures)

1n

technology
simple.

newly
this

established

area

are

and production

This is because, on the one

enterprises

oriented

(especially

towards

procedure of which

joint

processing,

the

are relatively

Therefore, there is a greater need for skilled workers in

these enterprises.

If a worker has suitable skills, it is easier to find

jobs, even though his or her educational level is rather low.

On the

other hand, at present, the Chinese educational system (especially
higher educational system) still cannot sufficiently meet the needs
of the national economies.

Many young graduates are not needed

by the work units and joint ventures because what they have
learned is not applicable or practical, while a lot of urgently
required knowledge and skills are not taught at the schools and
universities.

In such a situation, it is possible that education will

not be a factor ,that can influence WSOS.

Theoretically speaking, the lower demand a worker's job is in, the
more likely he or she will perceive the possibility of losing the job.
however, from interviewing ·some of the respondents whose jobs
were in low demand, the researcher found that a job being in low
demand was not a factor exacerbating workers' job insecurity.
reason for this is

The

that when the GHMF pursued the labour

rationalization policy for the first time, most of the workers who
were dismissed unvoluntarily were those with bad performance or
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personal faults.

No workers were dismissed solely because their

jobs were in low demand.

The researcher assumes that such

circumstances will make workers believe that their jobs will not be
at risk merely because they are in low demand.
interviewed said:

11

One such worker

So long as I don't commit errors (fancuowu), the

factory cannot fire me. u

In the GHMF, the mam indication of a worker's competence is
fulfilling the production quota.

But under present circumstances,

whether or not a worker can fulfill the production quota very well
depends not only on worker's personal ability but also on such
objective conditions as the supply of power and raw materials and
the factory's job assignment policies.

Sometimes workers are

incompetent in their jobs merely because of frequent power cuts or
shortage of raw materials.

There are also some workers in the

factory who are assigned to

production posts at which they cannot

give full play to their professional knowledge or skills.

Having

taken into account these factors, the factory's employment reform
policies stipulate that a worker should not be dismissed simply for
incompetence in his or her job.

Therefore, competence might have

very little influence on WSOS.

Although the management of the GHMF strictly prohibits sexual
discrimination

during

the

employment

policy

reforms,

the

researcher finds . that female· workers generally are more uncertain
of their futures than male workers.

Jacka points out that Western writers on women in contemporary
China have discussed the issue of woman "returning to the kitchen"
in terms of a historical pattern in which women have been
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encouraged to participate in the paid labour force in times of labour
shortage but at other times, such as now, have been discriminated
against and pressured to withdraw from the labour force as a way
of easing problems of excess labour supply (Jacka, 1990, pp. 1-2).
During the employment policy reforms, there are not only some
married women with children who have been losing their jobs in
industry but also some young

single women who have been

discriminated against in seeking employment.

It is estimated that

young women make up 60-70 percent of young people waiting for
work in Chinese urban areas (Bonnin and others, 1988, p. 203).
Because women constitute approximately 32 percent of the labour
force in the state sector (State Statistical Bureau, 1987, p. 127) and
the employment of female workers in state enterprises is an
outstanding issue during the reform era, it is necessary therefore to
discuss this issue in more detail.

In

1987

the

Women

Workers'

Committee

of

the

All-China

Federation of Trade Unions carried out an investigation of 660
urban enterprises in 11 provinces.

They found that 2 percent of

the workers in the enterprises investigated had been designated as
surplus, and of these,

64 percent were women (The Women

Workers' Committee of the All-China Federation of Trade Unions,
1988, p. 45).

The investigation also found that enterprises often

required potential female employees to pass entrance examinations
with significantly higher marks than males.

It reported that labour

bureaux often have considerable difficulties in assigning female
university graduates to jobs in state factories.

For example, in

1987, women comprised 34.6 percent of all those graduating from
tertiary institutions in Beijing but 53.5 percent of those rejected by
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One third of these were told that the enterprise

state enterprises.

did not accept female students (Ibid., p. 21).

The reason given in Chinese media for discrimination against
females is that the employment of women is less
than the employment of men.

11

cost-effective

11

This is because women must be paid

maternity leave and given leave to mind small children and must
be provided with breast-feeding rooms and child-care facilities.
According to the Economic Daily, for example, in a state factory in
N anning City of Guangxi Autonomous Region, a male worker yields
about 2,000 RMB yuan more profit a year than a female worker in
the same age bracket, and about 21,000 yuan more than a nursing
mother (The Economic Daily, 1988).

At this point it is necessary to examine the Chinese laws concerning
the protection of female workers.

Up until September 1988,

married women workers were entitled to 56 days paid maternity
leave and time off during the day for breast-feeding.
menstruation,

pregnancy

or nursing

periods,

work units

During
were

required to assign women work not exceeding a certain level of
physical exertion.
establish

In addition,

breast-feeding

kindergartens.

work units

rooms,

were required to

child-care

centers

and

In June 1988, national regulations governing the

protection of female workers were revised for the first time since
1955.

A major alteration is that the period of maternity leave for

female staff and workers is now 90 days, including15 days prior to
delivery ("Regulations for Working Women", 1988).
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However, as Jacka points out, the effects of these new regulations
are likely to be double-edged.

"They will make women appear

even less 'cost-effective' in employers' eyes than previously, and
consequently they are likely to worsen, rather than improve, the
employment possibilities for women (Jacka, 1990, p. 11 ).
in a more general way,

Besides,

discrimination against women reflects the

traditional Chinese notions that women's primary responsibilities
are to rear children and do domestic work and that paid work is
secondary to these.

Thus, the researcher thinks that as the

managers are vested with greater and greater authority in state
enterprises, Chinese women will meet more and more difficulties in
employment.

3. WSOS AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

This research

does

not support the hypotheses that workers'

intentions to change jobs,
satisfaction

are

organizational commitment and job

correlated

with

WSOS.

Walder' s

worker

dependence theory helps to explain these irrelevances. It is the
researcher's

contention

that

Chinese

state

workers

are

so

dependent on their work units that such dependence can, to a great
extent, offset the negative effects of perceived possibility of job loss
on their intentions to change jobs, organizational commitment and
job satisfaction.

According

to

Walder,

all

workers

are

dependent

enterprises for the satisfaction of many of their needs.

on

their

This is the

material basis of industrial authority; it provides what Weber calls
"interests in obedience".

But, as Walder points out, the employment

relationship and the degree and type of dependence it embodies
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vary widely from country to country (Walder, 1986, p. 14).

Walder

mentions two aspects of the employment relationship which define
the extent of worker dependence.

The first is the proportion of the

workers' needs satisfied at the workplace.

This involves not only

the money wage, but also health insurance, medical care, pensions,
housing, loans, education, etc ..

The second aspect affecting dependence is the availability of
alternative sources for the satisfaction of these needs.

This can

refer to the availability of employment elsewhere on comparable
terms.

"Availability" implies not only the existence of other jobs

but also the absence of legal or political barriers that close off these
'"Alternatives', moreover, need not refer only to

alternatives.

employment alternatives; they may just as importantly refer to the
availability

of outside income or alternative sources

for the

satisfaction of non-wage needs: pensions, health insurance, housing,
loans, and so forth.
the

enterprise

The greater the proportion of needs satisfied by

and

the

fewer

the

alternatives

(either

for

employment or the satisfaction of needs), the more dependent is
the labor force (Ibid.; p. 15).

Walder argues that, although worker dependence is not unique to
"communism", compared to their counterparts in modern industry
elsewhere, industrial workers in "communist societies" are highly
dependent on their enterprises.

He points out:

In communist economies workers are highly dependent
on their enterprises, but in a different way.
many

non-wage

employment

111

benefits
some

that

industrial

may
sectors

Despite the
come
m

with
market
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economies, the employment relation there is primarily a
labour

market

relationship:

a

specific

contractual

exchange of efforts and skills for money and other
compensation.
the

state

In a communist economy, employment in

enterprise

is

not

primarily

a

market

relationship: it 1s a position that establishes the worker's
social identity and rights to specific distributions and
welfare entitlements provided by the state.

Moreover,

the enterprise exercises authority not only over one
highly specialized role, but over the whole person: the
state factory is a branch of government and , through
the factory's party branch, exerts a measure of the
state's political rule over the worker as a citizen (Ibid.; p.
16).

Walder's theory basically applies to the case of the GHMF.

The

factory not only provides the greater part of health insurance and
pensions, it also provides direct medical care which is almost free of
charge in its own facilities or in an attached hospital; it is the main
source for housing (about 70 percent of workers live in the houses
provided by the factory at very low prices); it provides loans,
subsidies, meal services and vocational education.
young children go to the factory's
schools.

The workers'

kindergartens and primary

The factory is also a source of certain sociopolitical services

peculiar to the . Chinese setting: obtaining official permission to
travel, to take another job, to get local residence registration for a
relative

or spouse;

or interventions

with public agencies

for

housing, for higher quality medical care or medications, and so on.
Under such circumstances, we can infer that job insecurity is likely
not a main factor which can strengthen workers' intentions to
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workers'

intentions

to

change

their

jobs

and

organizational commitment and job satisfaction.
factors

that

connect intentions

to

change jobs,

weaken

their

Many medium
organizational

commitment and job satisfaction with WSOS, to a great extent,
disappear because of the high dependence.

The high dependence

might make some of the workers very reluctant to withdraw from
their factory physically (changing their jobs) and psychologically
(withdrawing their organizational commitment).

It

might also

make them value their present jobs more highly than before when
their jobs were not at risk, thus lessening their job dissatisfaction.

CHAPTER SIX:

CONCLUSION
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On 24 July 1992, when this research was almost finished, the
Chinese central

government promulgated

the

"Regulations

for

Transforming the Management of the State Industrial Enterprises",
which vests the managers of the state enterprises with much
greater authority

to employ and dismiss

workers than before

(People's Daily, Overseas Edition, 25 July 1992).

If the Regulations

can be carried out without a hitch, and also if there are no grave
events in the near future that interfere with the ongoing reforms, it
can be predicted that more and more workers will be fired from
the state factories.

This research has shown that there are some state workers who
experience

various

degrees

employment policy reform.

of job

insecurity

caused

by

the

Although at the moment, at least in the

factory studied, this job insecurity has not yet influenced some of
the workers' organizational behaviour and attitude because of the
high dependence on work units, it was one of the very important
reasons for urban workers "suddenly bursting onto the Chinese
political

scene in

May

of 1989"

demonstrations (Walder, 1991).

by

supporting

the

student

If we see Chinese workers' job

insecurity in a, broader historical perspective, we will find that such
insecurity has profound implications for
system.

the Chinese socialist

If this problem is not solved properly, the Chinese socialist

system which has
fundamentally

existed for more than 40 years could be

threatened.

For a long time after 1949, for Chinese urban people, especially for
Chinese

industrial

workers

who,

according

to

the

Chinese

Constitution, are the leading class of the country, socialism simply
means permanently guaranteed occupations, and the system also
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For older generations,

justifies itself by offering such occupations.
providing people an

"iron rice bowl 11

is

the

most important

distinction between the Communist Party and the Nationalist Party;
younger generations take it for granted.

Nowadays, as China opens

its door ever wider to the outside world, more and more people
· admit

that

the

present

Chinese

socialist

system

1s

not

as

incomparably superior as they believed before, and it has many
defects.

Some young people even think that, compared to the

economic development of Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and South
Korea, there is little socialist superiority left.

However, even for

these people, socialism is at least in one aspect still superior to
Western capitalism, that is, it guarantees the "iron rice bowl 11 •

If it

cannot guarantee this, many unban workers (at least many workers
in the factory studied) think it will lose its justification for
existence.

Thus, Chinese state workers' job insecurity is not only a

serious economic but also a serious political problem confronting
the Chinese government and the Party.

In order to stabilize the situation after June of 1989, the Chinese

leaders temporarily slowed down the employment reform in many
state factories and the process of reform came to a halt in the
factory under study.

However, grave redundancy still exists, and it

makes the state enterprises become a heavier and heavier financial
burden on the central government.

From January to the end of

June of this year, the total loss of the state industrial enterprises
was as high as 16.5 billion RMB, and has triggered a present 15
percent inflation rate in China, which is 6.8 percent higher than at
the same time last year (Central Daily News, International Edition,
31 July 1992).

The deteriorating situation in the state enterprises

has spurred the Chinese leaders on to resuming the employment

reform policy.
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In January of this year Deng Xiaoping once again

appealed to the government and the Pai;ty to break the "three
irons n (iron rice bowl, iron wage and iron post, that is, permanently
guaranteed employment in the state sector).

However, according to

the Economic Daily, many state workers were dissatisfied with this
appeal and feared that the government would no longer gurantee
their jobs (The Economic Daily, 28 July 1992).

Under the pressure

of the state workers who did not want to give up their "iron nee
bowls", breaking the

11

three irons 11 was not emphasized in the

Chinese media for several months.

In July of this year the new

Regulations, drafted under the direct guidance of Vice Premier Zhu
Rongji, were finally published.

The employment policy in the state

industrial enterprises is once again placed on the agenda of the
Chinese economic reforms.

However, although employment reform

has gained de Jure recognition, there are still some factors which
will interfere with the pursuit of this reform, including overcrowded labour markets, an imperfect social insurance system and
the toleration levels of the state workers.

The Chinese reformers are now in a dilemma: in order to increase
the productivity of the state industrial enterprises, the "iron rice
bowl" employment policies must be reformed, but at the same time,
such reform will also increase the dissatisfaction of urban state
workers, and thus diminish their support for the reforms as a
whole.

A better strategy to overcome this dilemma is to keep the

reform at a reasonably slow pace so as to keep it within the
workers' toleration levels, while at the same time improving the
Chinese unemployment insurance system as quickly as possible.

It

is the researcher's hope that this research will contribute to the
current employment policy reforms in China.
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APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRE ON WORKERS' SENSE OF
OCCUPATIONAL SECURITY

1. How old are you?

---~

years.

2. You are ( 1) male (2) female.
3. You work in ___ branch.
4. Your education (years) (1) 0-6 (2) 7-9 (3) 10-12 (4) 13 or more.
5. You are (1) very healthy (2) healthy (3) healthy on the whole (4)
unhealthy (5) very unhealthy.
6. Do you feel that you are competent in your present job?
competent (2) competent (3) competent on the whole (4)
incompetent (5) very incompetent.

(1) very

7. You feel that your present job is (1) very secure (2) secure (3)
secure on the whole (4) insecure (5) very insecure.
8. The next time your branch pursues the labour rationalization
policy, do you expect that you will lose your present job? (1)
entirely impossible (2) impossible (3) not sure (4) possible (5)
entirely possible.
9. If some workers in your branch lost their present jobs after the
labour rationalization policy, how worried would you be? (1) not
worried at all (2) not worried (3) indifferent (4) worried (5) very
worried.
10. If you lost your present job, would you be worried? (1)
certainly not (2) not (3) indifferent (4) yes (5) certainly yes.
11. If you lost your present job, would you be (1) very happy (2)
happy (3) indifferent (4) unhappy (5) very unhappy?
12. Last time your branch pursued the labour rationalization policy,
did you feel stressed? (I) not at all (2) not (3) a little (4) some (5)
very much.
13. If you were allowed to choose jobs freely, would it be easy for
you to seek suitable jobs in other working groups in the factory in
your present type of production work? (1) very easy (2) easy (3)
not sure (4) not easy (5) not easy at all.

14. If you had a chance to change your present job, would it be 105
easy for you to seek suitable jobs outside the factory in your
present type of production work? (1) very easy (2) easy (3) not
sure (4) not easy (5) not easy at all.
15. When other people criticize your factory, you (1) try to defend
the factory (2) feel very angry (3) feel angry (4) are indifferent (5)
take part in the criticizing.
16. Would you be willing to be transferred to another factory in
which the pay and conditions are similar to your factory's? (1)
very willing (2) willing (3) indifferent ( 4) unwilling (5) very
unwilling.
17. As a member of your factory, do you think it is important to do
your best for the factory? (l) very important (2) important (3)
indifferent (4) unimportant (5) not important at all.
18. If you had a rationalization proposal concerning production in
your factory, would you submit it to the factory? (l) certainly
would (2) probably would (3) not sure (4) probably would not (5)
certainly would not.
19. Are you satisfied with (a) eages (b) welfare (c) working
conditions (d) relationship with managers (e) relationship with
fellow workers (f) opportunity of promotion (g) the way in which
wages are calculated? (1) very satisfied (2) satisfied (3) indifferent
(4) unsatisfied (5) very unsatisfied.
20. Do you feel that there is much demand for your present job or
very little? (1) very little (2) little (3) enough (4) much (5) very
much.
21. If you were allowed to choose your work unit freely, would you
want to work in another factory? (1) definitely yes (2) yes (3)
indifferent (4) no (5) definitely no.

